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THE VETERANS
OF THE SOUTH
Annual Parade of Reunion
at New Orleans.
PRINCE RUPERT OF BAVARIA COMING

Strikers Attack Peaceful WorklngmenThe
Western Union' In Trouble.
New Orleans, La., May 22. The annual parade, probably the most inter
esting feature of the United Confederate Veterans' reunion so far as the
rank and file is concerned, took place
today and was witnessed by great
crowds of cheering spectators.
The parade formed In St. Charles avenue near Lee Circle, at ' 2 o'clock and
began its march through the business
section of the city.
The principal
point of Interest along the line of
march was the St. Charles hotel, from
the balconies of which the parade was
reviewed by city officials and a number of distinguished-guestsMany novel and interesting features
were introduced In the parade this
year. The line was led by the First
Cavalry troop of the Louisiana Nation- al Ouard and the Memphis Bugle corps
tollowed by an elaborately decorated
tallyho cnntRinlnur rmr ynnnz lady fr. u
ii
in htite an
unl ;r
i",i V' Oi'1hh . V'
a.i ...
.

Dr. Carl Theodor. are an interesting
royal couple, and all the more so as
they are destined at some future time
to sit on the throne of the kingdom of
Bavaria. The prince and princess have
been on a scientific tour of the Orient.
The tour has been an extended one.
They sailed last December from Genoa
for India. There they were royally entertained by Lord Curzon and by a
number of Indian princes. In Java,
It is said, they explored three volcanoes. From tin re they sailed to Ta-kand then they went to Pekin. At
they were received by
the empress dowager of China. They
are now in Japan, and are expected to
sail soon for San Francisco.
o

Striking Italians.
New York. May 22. One hundred
striking Italians, with their wives, today attacked a gang of men at work
in a trench on Second avenue. There
had been no strike at this point, and
no 'Italians had been employed. When
the only policeman at the scene tried
-- ns,
mnii'il ig t';
to disperse the crowd, and was roughly
ar.U y ttiiL.
TV ..i.t dttifilou couM.sttM of the handled, reserves were called and four
A.iay uL me Tennessee department, men and two women were arrested.
led by General Stephen D. Lee. ImWESTERN UNION
mediately behind General Lee and his
staff Mine tYf Florida division, whici. Up Against
It in the State of Pennsylwas followed in turn by the divisions
vania.
of Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, LouPhiladelphia,
Pa , May 22. The
isiana and Kentucky. After the department of Tennessee came the army Western .Union Telegraph company
today has not a wire working on the
of Virginia, with Lieutenant-Genera- l
C. Irvine Walker in command.
The lines of the Pennsylvania railroad In
North Carolina division came first. this state. Officials of the Western
Then came the Maryland division, the Union say, however, the company Is
Virginia division, the District of Co- keeping up with its business by using
lumbia division and the South Caro- wires along the Baltimore & Ohio and
New York Central railroads. The work
lina and West Virginia divisions.
The next division consisted of the of removing Western Union poles and
department of the wires from the lines of the railroad
United Confederate Veterans, com- continued today.
Practically No Delay.
manded by General W. L. Cabell, who
New York, May 22. Investigation
was attended by his staff.
Behind
them marched the six divisions of the shows, notwithstanding the destruction
department, containing the veterans of line along the Pennsylvania railof Missouri, Texas, Arkansas, Indian road, the business of the Western UnTerritory and Oklahoma, and those ion Telegraph company is being movFollowing ed with practically no delay. All mesfrom the Pacific division.
the last division was the section as- sages for destinations on the line of
signed to the Sons of Confederate Vet- the Pennsylvania railroad are being
erans, who are holding their reunion delivered with usual promptness. The
in New Orleans. The various camps cutting of the Western Union telemade a good showing, many of them graph poles is the result of a decision
of Judge Bushington. but will not be
having complete uniforms in gray.
A number of carriages contained dis- carried into Jersey City. The decisabled veterans who desired to be in ion covers only a part of New Jersey,
the parade, but were not physically the southern part, and poles are being
able to stand the strain of marching. cut on west Jersey and the sea shore
They received frequent cheers along in that Bectlon.
the route. When well past the reviewing stand, after having completed the
SOCORRO.
FROM
line of march, the parade was dismissveterans
street,
and
the
ed at Canal
scattered to their state headquarters.
The reunion which closes today has Some Interesting Notes From a Down
been one of the most successful in
the history of the great organizaSouth Town.
tion. The Crescent City has lived up
to its reputation for lavish hospitality
and has well demonstrated its capabilWHAT THE PEOPLE ARE DOING.
the largest gatherings.
ity of caring
a
During the'veek there has been
round of entertainment for all. The Special Correspondence.
visitors have been escorted to all the
Socorro, N. M., May 21 The mother
places of Interest In and about the of Dr. Edwin Swisher, of this city,
sessions
city, and whan the business
died at the family residence on the
of the reunion have not been in prog- 18th tnst. and was burled the followress there have been receptions, lunch- ing day in Falrview cemetery.
eons, balls and other features to make
Socorro's new telephone system Is
their stay In the city enjoyable. The now working and is one of the most
bulk of the crowd will turn their faces complete systems of Its size in the
homeward this evening, but many will country. Captain Matthews, the enremain a few days longer for the pur terprising manager, is now pushing a
pose of sightseeing.
line to San Antonio, ten miles south
of here.
BAVARIAN ROYALTIES COMING.
The spring term of the United
Prince Rupert and Wife Will Travel States court, which lasted only two
days, has just closed for want of busiIncognito.
ness, which shows that Uncle Sara
Washington. D. C, May 22 The
and his subjects in this vicinity are
the
advised
that
Is
department
state
getting along without any trouble.
approaching visit to the United States
Capt. T. J. Matthews sustained a
his
of Prince Rupert of Bavaria and
very serious burn of his right hand
wife will be made incognito, and that
consequently they do not expect any from an overturned gasoline lamp a
it la probable, few days ago. Notwithstanding he is
official recognition.
nevertheless, that the couple will visit compelled to carry it in a sling his
genial phiz can be seen- regularly at
Washington, and that some
hotel.
entertainment will be provided his post at the Windsor guard
of New
Company H. national
for thm Newport In all probability
will be visited by the royal couple Mexico, bag passed Inspection as prowhen the season at that famous resort vided by the new military law, requiring inspection by a United States
Is at Its night.
Prime Rupert and his wife, who is army officer. Captain Matthews and
a daughter of the noted oculitt, Prince the citizens of Socorro are Justly
hi-ra-

--

1

trans-Misslsslp-

-

semi-officia- l

-

proud of the fine showing made. Captain Kirby Walker, Fourteenth cavalry, United States army, the Inspector,
and Adjutant General W. H. White-maboth pronounced company H as
one of the best companies In the territory.
Capt. Klrby Walker and Adjutant
General Whlteman were taken In tow
by C. T. Brown, the mining prince.
Captain Matthews of company "O,"
and other citizens, during their visit
to our city and were shown the beauties of the Gem city, Including a drive
to the School of Mines, where they
were entertained by Dr. Keyes, the
principal, after which a visit was
made to some of the beautiful orchards near the city, which no doubt
proved a very Interesting part of their
trip over the territory.
The commencement exercises of the
School of Mines to be held at the
opera house on the 30th Inst. Is looked
forward to with a great deal of Interest by our citizens, as It will be a brilliant affair, as this has been a very
successful year with this great Institution.
Jack Brutin, son of Charles Brutln.
the cattleman, was thrown from a
horse near San Antonio the first of the
week and sustained three fractures ot
the leg by being kicked by the animal
after the fall.
R. H. Hoffman, the lineman for the
Socorro Telephone company, has a
bouncing baby girl that tips the scale
at ten pounds, horn the 18th Inst. The
mother and baby are doing well, and
Dick can climb a iole in half the time
ho formerly could.
Charles Cooney, son of Mayor Coon-ey- ,
is very sick at the home of his
father from exposure while attending
the captain's ranches In the west part
of the county.
Fine rains have fallen along the valley this week and the farms and orchards present a beautiful
CROOKED

COMMISSIONERS.

the Ohio valley by cloudbursts and
lightning. No lives were lost and none
seriously Injured bnt many people
were shocked by lightning. Interurb-a- n
electric lines are still badly disabled.
A car on the Mill Creek Valley line
Meeting to 63 Held at Deming
was struck by lightning and set on
fire at Carthage and the passengers
Tonight.
narrowly escaped death, all being unftfjich
conscious for a short time.
damage was done at Delhi, Home City
FIRE AT BOILER
PLATE MILLS and Fernbank. Many telephone, telegraph and trolley poles are down.

SANITARIUM

BIG

Bonus for Good Employes.
Hartford, May 22 Remington Typewriter company has announced It's decision to give all of Its employes who
have been with the company for a
period of ten years or more a bonus of
i00 a year to be paid In Installments
of $50 every six months, on June 1 and
Christmas time.

Ohio Towns Sulfur From Cloudbursts

and Lightning.
THE ISLAND OF CURACAO

X
Special to The Citizen.
Deming. N. M.,'May 22. inc
Temporary Restraining Order.
committee of the sanitarium as- Washington, May 22. Justice H agsociatlon will be here tonight to
meet the people, and to select N ue r. of the district supreme court, today Issued a temporay restraining orsites and determine what build- der requiring the poBtmaster general
lngs to erect at onqe. There is to
to continue to accord second class
be a big' meeting I at the opera
mall privileges to New England rail
house this evening! for the com- way publications,
pending further
mltteemen, and at this meeting
court proceedings.
assurances will be positively giv- en that the vlclr.lty of Deming '
CLINTON N. STERRY.
will soon have the biggest and
most convenient sanitarium in
The Associated Press Report of His
The promoters
the country.
Death in Lo Angeles.
- Ik
capitalare
back of the scheme
May 22. Clinton N.
Angeles,
Los
Ists and they are fully convinced
Sterry, general solicitor of the Santa
X that the climate and other condi- tions of Deming are decidedly N Fe railroad company, west of Albuquerque, died shortly after midnight,
S favorably for such' an immense
at his home In thia city, of heart dis3
X enterprise.
ease. He leaves a widow and four
children. He was born In Ashtabula,
Ohio. In 1843. He occupied the posiIsland of Curacao.
The Hague, May 'it. The decision tion at the head of the Santa Fe's law
of the government of The Netherlands department here since 1896, having
to station a warship permanently In previously been In the employ of the
Dutch West Indlea Is regarded here same company at Topeka, Kas.
as disposing of recurring rumors of
the Intended sale of the Island of CurRICH STRIKE.
acao to the United Stat ta.

Destroyed by Fire.
'
Harrisburg, Pa., May 22. The origFound Guilty by a Jury in a Oenver
inal toiler plate mills of the Central More About Representative Baca's
Iron and Steel company was destroyCourt.
Great Find In Sandia Mountains.
ed by fire early today, entailing a loss
of $200,000, and throwing a large number out of work. Loss fully covered
STAY OF SENTENCE GRANTED,
INDIAN
LEGEND.
by Insurance.
4

Denver. May 22. The Jury In the
case of the county commissioners.
charged with malfeasance in office In
passing and paying fraudulent printing bills, found the accused guilty today on eleven charges. The county
commissioners found guilty are Thomas Phillips, Fred Watts and Frank L.
BiBhop. A stay of sentence was granted for ten days and the defendants
were given time to make a motion for
a new trial.
MRS. NATHAN

CLOUDBURSTS

sent to Los Angeles
last January In the hope that the lower altitude would prove beneficial and
she did improve, but the disease she
was suffering with had gained too
much of a hold and refused to yield
to medical treatment.
Her three daughters, Mrs. A. Tyro-ler- ,
of Williams, Arizona, and Misses
Birdie and Hattle Barth, of this city,
were at the bedside when death claimed Its victim. Her son, Sidney, could
present, he being sick with the
not
measles at Williams.
The deceased was an aunt of Mrs.
A. Fleischer, of this city.
The remains will be burled in Los
Angeles Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock.
The Citizen offers Its sympathy to
the bereaved husband and children.
1

Against Adulterated Goods.
Washington, May 22 The state department is
with the
and treasury departments to
carry out the terms of the
clause of the agricultural appropriation act, passed by the last congress, and It will not be surprising If
the results are of exceeding Importance, ami Involve something akin of
retaliation report of European countries. A test case, the foundation for
which has been laid in the agricultural and treasury departments, will be
based upon the Importations of adulterated German Rhine wines.
agrl-cultur-

STERRY

JUDGE

Died

in Los
From

wife.
Mrs. Barth was

LIGHTNING.

Cause Much Damage to Half a Dozen
Ohio Towns.
Cincinnati, Ohio, May 22. Reports
today show that much damage was
done last night in different parts of

BARTH.

Her Death at Los Angeles at 9 O'Clock
Last Night.
This morning, A. Kielseher received
a telegram announcing the death of
Mrs. Nathan Barth In Ixs Angeles at
9 o'clock last night, after long suffering from a complication of diseases
and goitre.
The bereaved husband, who was on
his sheep ranch attending to the lambing and shearing, was informed the
other day of the serious illness of his
wife. He drove into Grants at once,
leaving there Wednesday night for
Angeles, but ere be reached that
city death had already claimed his

AND

DEATH

V

Angeles

DEAD.

Last

Bright's Disease.

OF MRS.

0.

B.

ROBINSON.

Word reached Albuquerque this
morning of the death of Judge
C. N. Sterry,
solicitor of the
coast lines of the Santa Fe Rail- way company, at his home in lxs
Angeles, Cal., last night.
For some time, Judge Sterry
had been sick with Bright's dis- east of the kidneys, but his con- dition was not considered alarm- ing until a few days ago, when
he commenced to show signs of a
steady decline when his family
and friends were advised that
death was slowly but surely ap- proaching.
The deceased was well known
In this city, where he, with his
family, resided up to the transfer
of the Santa Fe Pacific general
offices from this city to Los An- geles. He came to this city from
Emporia, Kansas.
Mrs. Sterry and four children
two daughters and two sons
are left behind to mourn the loss
by death of a kind husband and
father, and to these and other
relatives The Citizen extends its
sympathy.
Mrs. D. B. Robinson.
Mrs. D. B. Robinson, wife of the
well known railroad magnate
and official whoBe death occurred
a few years ago, died the other
day In Chicago, and the news has
Just reached her many sorrow- stricken friendB in this city.
When Mr. Robinson was the head

of the Atlantic & Pacific road,
with headquarters In this city,
Mrs. Robinson anil children also
made this their home and her
friends, like those of her deceas- ed husband, were legion.
The Citizen offers Its condol- enceB to the bereaved children.

X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X

'
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The Citizen on Tuesday told of a
rich strike made by Representative R.
L. Baca, of Santa Fe, In the Sandlc
mountains, alout seven miles from
Bernalillo.
The strike gives every
promise of great richness and If the
ore holds out as it started the rich
Clark mines In Arizona will have wor-tnrivals, home old miners, who have
examined the location, say the Btrike
will hold out. Bernardo Fralre, an old
miner. Is interested with Mr. Baca and
several others.
The new discovery has attracted a
great deal of attention, owing to the
fact that for a great many years a tradition has prevailed among the oldest
inhabitants
of Bernalillo that there
was a very rich mine In the mountains
not far from the Pueblo of Sandia.
The legend says that up to iuo0 the
Spaniards worked a wonderfully rich
mine on the east side of the Sandia
mountains and that they compelled
the Indians, by force, to work for them
and that after the Indian rebellion ot
luai), when the Spaniards were forced
to abandon the country, the Indians
covered up the mine and have taken
great care that no one finds the place.
The Indians of that village are in
the habit of sending an Indian every
morning towards the mountains, and
the people believe that he goes to see
whether anyone Is prospecting In the
neighborhood of
hidden mine. The
Indian goes to the slope of the moun'
tain and returns home. This is done
every day of the year. If there Is any
truth In this legend, it is possible that
the much looked for mines have been
rediscovered or that others In the
same Bectlon have been found.

ie

Railroad Denial.
President Gillette, of the Denver Si Southwestern
Railway company, today authorized
a denial of the report that the Denver
& Southwestern road Is to be absorbed
by the Colorado Springs & Cripple
Creek road. He said no negotiations
to that effect are under way. Gillette
also said that the interest payment on
the 5 per cent bonds ($5,B0ti.00t) of
the Denver & Southwestern due June
1 will be met promptly.
A

New York, May 22.

Forest Fires.
Saratoga, May 22 Reports from
North Creek, Gore mountain, Marnet,
Silver Bay, Stony Creek, Thurman
and places in the lower Adirondacks,
say that forest fires are again raging
in several places and are beyond

THE PRESIDENT
STILL TOURING
Enjoyiris Himself in the Far
Northwest States.

PRESBYTERIANS

AT

ANGELES

LOS

Lumber Traders9 Association Retaliate on a
Union's Boycott.
Portland, Ore., May 22. President
Roosevelt and party left here at 8
o'clock this morning over the Northern Pacific for Puget Sound.
The
president was loudly cheered by
crowds of people along the route from
hotel to station.
At Olympia, Wash.
Olympla, Wash., May 22 President
Roosevelt reached the Puget Sound
country today after an enjoyable trip
from Portland through one of the most
beautiful and picturesque sections of
America. Chehalis was reached shortly after noon and the president addressed a large crowd from the famous
"McKlnley stump." near the railroad
station. The next stop was at
where another Immense crowd
was on hand to greet the chief executive. Olympla was reached on schedule time and the distinguished visitor
found the capital city bedecked in his
honor and thronged with visitors from
miles around. The stay was limited
and Immediately after the ceremonies
the party boarded the special train
and continued the Journey to Taconia.
Arrangements at Tacoma.
Tacoma, Wash., May 12. The day
Is f ne and the city is In gay attire to
welcome the president, who will arrive at 4 o'clock. He will be escorted
from the depot by a troop of cavalry,
guard of honor of Grand Army of the
Republic and Spanish-America- n
Veterans In fifteen carriages. After a
drive through the north end, the president Is expected to deliver an address
at Wright park.
Tomorrow morning
the presidential party will embark on
a sound steamer and be conveyed to
the naval station at Bremerton, and
later to Seattle. The special train will
be run empty from this city to Seattle.
At Kalama, Wash.
Kalama, Wash., May 22. President
Roosevelt entered the state of Washington at Kalama this morning. He
was met here by Governor McBrlde,
who welcomed him to the state. The
president responded In a brief address'
Cen-trall-

She Is All

Right

Paris, May 22. A report circulated
by the Morning Advertiser of London
today that Mme. Melba, the Australian
prima donna. Is ill In this city, Is in'
correct. Mme. Melba was never In
better health.
Continues to Improve.
E. H. Harrlman
is improving steadily. His condition
today is reported as excellent. "
New York. May 22.

RAILROAD

VISITORS.

not be hired Is retarding progress.
But still It looks as If Mr. Hopewell'a
endeavor to have the track completed
and operation of the line begin on July
1 will
be fulfilled, although it will take
much exertion to do so. With the
driving of the last spike on that line
and the completion of that road, and
Its proposed branches, a new era of
prosperity, advancement and progress
for central New Mexico will begin.
Senator Andrews, who was a tower
of strength for the good of this territory at the last session of the legislature. Is looking pretty well after bis
Indisposition. He said they had looked
over the site of the proposed station
for the Albuquerque Eastern, and the
papers would probably be signed to
day or tomorrow.- The senator says
we are to have statehood given us at
the next session of congress, but H
will be one big state composed of New
Mexico and Arlsona. Offices for the
-

city, and the senator Is to have an office here .too. The furniture
at
ready here. The offices will probably
1

thinks a whole lot of the Duke city and

tmii

tle: that our trad l
h.v tm.
dustrles are coming and Albuquerque
is going to be a big pity. The senator
Is the kind of a man to have with hb.
Such men of his calibre are worth
something to the community.
The
senator will go east with the party as
far as Chicago, and return here some-t'm-e
In June.
Colonel Lester is the
man of the party, and Is a prominent
man in politics In the state that gave
"Honest Abe" birth. He is having a
bully time here in the territory, and
thinks a heap lot, as the red man says,
of the wonderful resources it posses
Commenting on the Santa Fe
ses.
Central, he said: "The work on the
Santa Fe Central line looks to me to-- '
be of a very substantial and lasting
nature, and it is a surpriseio me that
so much work has been done In so
short atime. The men who are furnishing the mcney to build the road
are doing so for themselves, and the
road Is not for sale. The property la
a very valuable one, and means a good
deal for the territory. The country
through which it runs has unlimited
resources, and U will develop fast now
It has an outlet. I believe those great
plans which I saw form a great artesian belt, and that water from sub
terranean resources will yet irrigate
the whole country. The great salt beds
will supply the country, and the Hagan
good-lookin- g

(Continued on page live.)

Messrs. Andrews, Hopewell and

Sev-

eral Others in the Metropolis.
SOME INTERESTING

INTERVIEWS.

Senator W. H. Andrews and General
Manager W, S. Hopewell, the Iron man
of the Santa Fe Central and Albuquer
que Eastern railroad companies, came
down to the metropolis last evening
from Santa Fe with their party of
eastern capitalists, who are interested
lu the wellfare and advancement of
the great territory of New Mexico. The
party registered at the Alvarado as
follows: W. H. Andrews, Andrews,
N. M.; A. C. Quay, Lancaster, Pa.; A.
J. Lester. Springfield. 111.; G. W. Del
amater, Pittsburg, Pa.; W. S. Hopewell, Santa Fe. The eastern people
came here to inspect the lines and
see what a grand place New Mexico is.
All are enthusiastic about the country
and Its possibilities, and all predict
a great future for It.
Mr. Hopewell was seen by The Citizen representative thia morning and
said everything was going along nicely. He Is doing everything possible
to bring about the completion of the
main line of the Santa Fe Central between Santa Fe and Torrance by July
1. Were It not for the great difficulty
of obtaining railroad laborers, the road
would have been completed before
this. The material Is on hand now,
but the fact that sufficient labor can

THE PRESBYTERIANS.
Adopt Report on Revision of Creed
Overtures.
22.
Angeles,
Cal., May
Prompt,
Los
ly at 10 o'clock this morning the commissioners to the general Presbyterian assembly gathered In Emmanuel
church for a business session.
The general assembly was called to
order by Dr. Coyle, who was elected
moderator yesterday, and business was
immediately begun with the reading ot
the report of Rev. W. H. Roberta,
stated clerk of the assembly, on revision of creed overtures. When Rev.
Roberts concluded his report Dr. Van
Dyke moved the adoption, which waa
carried without dissent.
The assembly then turned Its attention to a long list of reports ot special
committees submitted for approval.
LUMBER

DEALERS.

They Retaliate on Union Boycott and
Close Their Yards.
New York, May 22. In return for
the boycott of labor unions on the lumber yards in Brooklyn, the Lumber
Trades association has decided to
close all yards In Brooklyn and Queena
which, with those now closed In thia
city, will practically tie up the lumber
markets, as far greater business Is
done at the yards in Brooklyn than in
New York. The action of the Lumber
Trades association shows the intention
of the dealers to defeat the Material
Drivers' union, even at a great pecuniary loss.

THE ALIU UUEKQt'K

HOUSEHOLD

BRUSHES
KM

Tooth
Nail

Hair
Cloth
Hat
Baby

...

ALVARADO PHARMACY
B. H. BRIGGS&CO., Prop.
Colorado, 'Phone 48

loss of Appetite,
Sour tomach,
Indigestion,
Constipation,
Insomnia or Mai"
aria, Fever and
Vnl
1'iirecl'r

1,1

he

Then

CJTIZKN. FRIDAY, MAY

LAS VEGAS

FLOPPER HIT.

Kxtracts from the Advertiser.
Ry the time the average person has
reached 40 he begins to feci like an old
doll that is leaking sawdust through
a dozen places. The Optic.
It la presumed. If the Kloptic's editorial column Is any rritrrion. that its
contributors have all reached the leak
ing period.

Automatic 'Phone 397

run upon the
citizens of the
two territories; but neither more nor
McCREIQHT, Publlahera lens. However, the question
RUQHES
the people of the two nerrltorles do
Editor
Thou HuibM
and City Editor wish combined statehood is not at all
W. T. McCrelght....Mt;r.
settled by any means.
Published Dally and V.'eekly.
Delegate Rodey is hack east working
In the interest of statehood for New
Mexico. He has faith that congress
;UNIONtMEABtl
will give us statehood at the coming
winter session. If not separately, then
with Arizona combined.
OFFICIAL PAPER OF
BERNALILLO COUNTY
Work at the mill site Is going along
OFFICIAL PAPER OF
nicely,
and in 0 very short time the
CITY CF ALBUQUERQUE
big building oT the American Lumber
company will be towering skyward.
Associated Preae Afternoon Ditpatchee This is an immense enterprise, and
Largest City and County Circulation will help make Albuquerque one of the
The Largest New Mexico Circulation big industi'ial cities of the southwest.
Largest Northern Arizona Circulation
1

wh-th-

er

'12

lJ05

Ayers

Bitter- -

In
lit

WITH AMPLE MEANS
AND UNSuR PASSED FACILITIES

Cherry Pectoral
quiets tickling throats,
hacking coughs, pain in
the lungs. Your doctor

iiiimirr i e t:ik
The Advertiser seem to he qu'te a
the Hitltrs
! ce It pcisi-- t
thorn In the side of the pedagogical
i vr I y cures
mln flit. aggregation that has been turned down
ther
A ttiiil will con. so bluntly by
the leaders of the repub
yuu
vinie
lican party, to which It tvi"d to annex
Oatcla. Plaintiff alleges that she was lUelf througn the back door. It Is
married to Antonio Garcia In 1805, now singing "Rack to the Deestrict
and that he deserted her two years School, Democratic Party, or Any Old
thereafter and that he has never con- Where." The white elephant is gettributed to her support since that time. ting obstreperous.
J. C AirrCo..
LowtU. M..S.
Mrs. P.arcla r.ks for the custody of
at
bargain
the
The
counter editor
their minor child and for the restora-tlon of her maiden name, Sarah L. republican mourner's bench who is Is was covered and all melons growing
installed as the overseer for the news- on that vine will be seedless.
Payne.
Care must be taken not to cover the
Herney Dempsey appeared before paper properties at this end of the disAssociate Justice John R. McFie for trict, realizes the recent flop was not bud or tip end of the vine, only cover
his preliminary hearing on the charge a wise move. He has Incurred the en- a section of vine from six to ten Inches
He mity of the democratic followers and n length. Ynma Sentinel.
of shooting up Tres Piedras.
c
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waived his examination and was bound Inst the support of the republicans
No man can cure consumption. You
over In the sum of $1,000 to await the and has been turned down on every
hand, and seeks to reimburse Papa can prevent it though. Dr. Wood s
Hi tlon of the grand jury of Taos county at the next regular session of the with hot, vituperative air in lieu of Norway Pine Syrup cures coughs,
(ESTABLISHED 1886.)
First district court for that county. cold sheckels. If he wants the barrel colds, bronchitis, asthma. Never fails.
Dempsey was arrested last week and opened and the inside workings of his
placed In jail at Santa Fe. One day combination exposed he is on a fair
lust February he entered Tres Piedras road to hit the ftrBt rocks in the path,
and after drinking considerable whisky way of amateur Journalism.
In a saloon
bartender
whipped
the
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IVailroad Topics
Henry L. Waldo, Bollcltor of
the Santa Fe railway In New Mexico,
was at the capital yesterday on business.
J. C. Brown, traveling auditor for
the Harvey system of eating houses,
Is In the city checking up the accounts
of the Alvarado.
T. H. Samuels, of the Santa Fe
shops In this city, who has been visiting with friends on the Pacific coast,
has returned to the city.
The preliminary survey Is being
iiiade westward from Guthrie, Oklahoma, of an extension of the Miseouri,
Kansas ft Texas through Kingfisher,
Watonga and Arapahoe, Oklahoma, to
Amarillo, Texas.
Eugenlo Romero, collector of San
Miguel county, spent Wednesday in
Santa Fe on business with General
Manager Hopewell of the Santa Fe
Central railway. He left yesterday
for the Meadow city.
Senator W. H. Andrews, General
Manager W. S. Hopewell, Colonel A.
J. Lester, of Chicago; Major A. G. C.
Quay and Senator G. W. Delameter,
of Pittsburg, Pa., are here today. Inspecting the terminals of the Albuquerque Eastern railroad In this city.
The police have been asked to locate J. E. Fulton, a Santa Fe brake-man- ,
who disappeared from his home,
at Arkansas City, Kas., last Friday, after drawing a check for $128 from the
company. His wife says she can assign no reason for his disappearance.
A dispatch received by General Manager W. S. Hopewell of the Santa Fe
Central railway states that 7,200 feet
of track were put down Wednesday
by the Harris track laying machine
and the force with it. The track U
completed thirty-sevemiles north ot
Torrance, headed toward Santa Fe.
The Las Vegas Advertiser says:
.The territorial grand Jury brought in
Two
three Indictments yesterday.
Against Guy T. Storms, who stole the
pay checks from the Santa Fe office
and one against H. A. Lewis for petty
larceny. Lewis plead guilty before
the court, and was fined the costs and
sent to jail for thirty days.
The resignation of Santa Fe Shop
Foreman J. T. Clifford, at Las Vegas,
took effect Wednesday. The gentleman goes to the Iron Mountain &
South.:'::, wi;h hea
alters at Pine
Bluff, Ark. Wednesday night the employes of the shops presented Mr. Clifford with a handsome chain and
charm and his wife with an elegant
silk shawl.
Hon.

ly In the dining cars, where

their

ble" habits, as compared with those of
the genus "American hobo" would
make an American blush for his race.
The personal habits of these young
men show that they have the seeds ot
civilization sown pretty deep In their
minds, for they are exceptionally
clean.
They have learned other things too.
Some letters that have been handed to
the writer for mailing (and they all
write letters) are beautifully written,
some In fine Spencerlan and others In
fine vertical writing. But the most astonishing thing about them to the writer Is their love for music. Some of
them play the mouth organ with as
much feeling and expression as he has
ever listened to. They read, too. They
have a good many hooks with them
and It is a very common thing to see a
dozen poring over their books out of
working hours. So It seems there are
two sides even to this question of educating the Indians and making a man
of him. The side represented here Is
not much in evidence yet, but it will
be later on and "some sweet day" we
will all feel if we do not acknowledge
the fact that Uncle Sam does not
make failures.
He always "gtts there, Eli," sooner
or later; and the day will also come
when the superintendent of the Indian
school will be honored for his work.
And yet "the man from Indiana" says
that a country and a community who
can and has transformed these dusky
denizens of the forest primeval" and
savage warriors Into such young men,
as these, is not fit for statehood; and
not only Mr. Beveridge. "There are
others." Will it always be so?

n

When doctors fail try Burdock Blood
Bitters. Cures dyspepsia, constipation; Invigorates the whole system.

President

F. M. Murphyv of

the

San-

ta Fe, Prescott & Phoenix aud the
Phoenix & Eastern railroads, stated
that the extension o: the former line
west from Congress to the Colorado

river is one of the things practically

decided on, says a dispatch from
Phoenix. Numerous surveys have leen
made, he said, and It is probable that
construction work will begin this fall.
Track laying is now in progress on
the Phoenix & Eastern In the vicinity
of Mesa city.
Takes the burn out, neals the
wound; cures the pain. Dr. Thomas'
Cclectric Oil, the household remedy.
TRIBUTE TO INDIANS.
Are Doing Fine Work on the Santa Fe
Central Railway in Track Laying.
A great deal has been written at one
time and another aixnit the "so called"
failure of this great and good government of ours in its efforts to civilize
the Indian and make of him a factor
in the development of the country, especially of New Mexico, says a writer
In the New Mexican from Progreso,
Valencia county.
The "outs" in politics, are always
howling at the "ins" about the "reckless and conscienceless extravagance"
of every man connected with the Indian bureau from the committee on Indian affairs down to the "skinner"
that hauls freight to the agencies.
"They say" that the Indian "appears" all right in school, but that as
soon as he Is turned out Into the hustling world he relapses immediately
Into the original barbarism, throws
away hat and shoes, dons a breech
clout, leggins, moccasins an i a Navajo
blanket and at once becomes a wild
man again. Is this true as a rule?
Or Is it the exception?
This writer has but one case In
point to refer to and judge from and
that is the case of a bunch of forty-twyoung men from the United States Indian indistrial school at Santa Fe who
are now working on the Santa Fe Central railway, laying tracks with a machine, surfacing, lining, spiking, bolting and anything necessary to be
done. After ten days close observation and a study of the habits, manner
of getting hold of their work, and the
way they stick to it, the intelligence
and skill they exhibit Is not excelled
picked out of the
by any forty-tw2oo working on the Santa Fe Central
railway on this portion of the line, of
any race, color or "previous condition
of barbarism." They are fully equal
to the . In their cheerful and ready
obedience to the orders from the superintendent and bis lieutenants, they
excel all others. In their social relations with each other and with the
other races with which they come In
contact, they are kind, cheerful and
even playful after a hard days' work.
Their manners are superior, especial

A Revelation.
If you will! make inquiry It will be
a revelation to you how many succumb
to kidney troubles in one form or
another. If the patient is not beyond
medical aid, Foley's Kidney Cure will
cure. It never disappoints. Alvarado
Pharmacy.

PORTLAND GOT IT.
Were Strongly for the Oregon City.
With three rousing cheers and a tiger for Pittsburg from the throats of
more than BOO delegates, the twenty-nintbiennial convention of the Order
of Railway Conductors of America
came to a close in old city hall Tuesday night. All of the visitors have
praised Pittsburg and her people and
now leave In the anticipation of having as great a reception at Portland,
Oregon, in 1905.
At the last session of the convention
F. C. Smith, of Detroit, Mich., was reelected grand inside sentinel and U. C.
Ferguson, of Ogden, Utah, was reelected grand outside sentinel.
The last thing on the program was
the choosing of the city for the next
convention, the contest being between
Portland, Oregon, and Boston. Portland received enough votes before
of the delegates had been
called.
The convention of the ladies' auxiliary has also closed. The auxiliary
elected the following officers:
Mrs. J. M. Moore, Toledo, Ohio, the
present grand president,
Airs. A. F. Conlisk, Fort Worth, Texas,
grand vice president; Mrs. W. F. Hlg-ginColumbus, Ohio, secretary and
treasurer; Mrs. R. L. Rlggs, Tucson,
Arizona, grand senior sister.
Mrs. Moore, grand president, was
made president of the insurance asso- Conductor

two-third- s

PADDING

That

SKELETONS

Po turn's Job.

The rapidity wita which pure food
and drink will win a hard battle
against ill health makes people stare
sometimes. The most wonderful medicines in the world may be tried without success bo long as the lody is
slugged with coffee. After lying ten
months in bed from his third attack of
la grippe, a gentleman of Bridgeport,
Vt., recovered his health almost entirely in two weeks by leaving off coffee and drinking Postum Cereal Coffee
at meal times. He says:
"I was reduced in weight from 190
to about 100 pounds and thus remained a poor, helpless skeleton for eight
months, notwithstanding my physician's liberal prescriptions,
besides
many boxes and bottles of extensively
advertised remedies and dozens of
bottles of malt and other tonic.
"Finally In April, I stopped using
coffee and other drugs and medicines
of every kind and adopted a diet of
plenty of Pustum and Grape Nuts. To
my surprise in a short time I was able
to eat and digest soft boiled eggs for
breakfast and leef steak for dinner. I
gained flesh and strength rapidly.
"On the afternoon of June 9 I walked out of my residence for the first
time In ten months and nine days.
Two weeks later I left the city for my
boyhood's home In the old Green Mountain state, where I am now living In
better health and strength than I have
had since my first attack of la grippe
in 1892. I regard my case as having
been hopeless so far as medical science was concerned by reason of heart
failure, nervous prostration and, as
my physician termed it, nearly total
paralysis of certain Internal organs,
but found this was all caused by coffee
drinking.
"Before I found Postum I was 70
years old, now I feel 70 years young."
Name furnished by Postum Co., Battle
Creek, Mich.
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Tuesday, June p. at 8 p. m sharp
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Celebrated Italian Artistes

Duzzl
Pletro
Lyric Tanor

First orlze from the National

From Milan, Twin and Paris
Conservatory of Music.

Prima Donna Soprano
Conservatory of Iloma

Unquestionably the most interesting sale ot this class of merchandise ever held in
the city. We quote here the regular prices, also the sale prices. Read carefully,
then you can readily see the great values we offer, for we are determined to close out
this department in order to have room for other goods.

Chavaller

Silvia Ruerarl

Men's Clothing
No
1

Assisted by Best Local Talent
;

of!

Albuquerque. Tickets now on sale at Mat son's!
cx30oooooooooorxTnry-YYY-

matter

how well you

are

supplied with clothing you
can't afford to pass these specials without invetlgating their
value. Never again can you
get the value received for the
money Invested.
Regular $10.00 Suits, Sale Price,

(OCCOOCOCCOCOOO
'

Men's Box Calf Shoes, regular
$3.50 value. Sale Price, $2.70

45C

Men's Velour Calf Shoes, regular $3.50 shoes, Sale Price,

Men's Wash Suits
Men's Linen Color Duck Suits,
$4.50 suits, to close out
Men's All Linen Wash Suits, sold
regular at $5.50 a suit, to close out

(8.50.

Regular $15.00 Suits, Sale Price,

Money saving values on working shoes during this sale. Dig
line to selcet from.

$10.50.

Regular $18.00 Suits, Sale Price,

Men's Jewelry

Men's Trousers

$12.70.

Regular $20.00 Suits, Sale Price,

Trousers you'll need to go with
your odd coats and vests. At this
sale you buy two yalrs equally as
good for the same money as you
pay for one pair.
$2.00 Trousers for
$1.55
$2.50 Trousers for
2.10
$3.50 Trousers for
2.55
$4.00 Trousers for
2.95
$4.b0 Trousers for
3.40
$5.00 Trousers for
3.85

$15.75.

Men's Straw Hats
Regular $1.50 grade, anywhere you go, made of that
kind of straw which does not
chip easily, Sale Price

Made Ytung Again.

Foley's Honey and Tar contains no
"One of Dr. King's New Life' Pills opiates and can safely be given to
each night for two weeks has put me children. Alvarado Pharmacy.
In my 'teens' again" writes D. H. Turo
ner of Dempseytown, Pa. They're the
The Pennsylvania limited will be
best In the world for liver, stomach shortened up one hour, becoming a
and bowels. Purely vegetable. Never twenty-threhour train, with an extra
gripe. Only 15c at all drugglBts.
fare of $5 letween Chicago and New
o
New York, with proportionate extra
The Baltimore & Ohio has laid 1.000 fares between other points. It will
tons of nickel steel rails which weigh leave Chicago at 6 o'clock p. m.
eighty-fiv- e
pounds to the yard. These
Foley's Hon y and Tar Is peculiarly
rails are said to be considerably harder
than those usually used and, although adapted for asthma, bronchitis and
expensive, have demonstrated
that hoarseness. Alvarado Pharmacy.
they are more economical In the end
Society
of the season tonight
The new rails are mostly laid on the at Colomboevent
hall.
curves where traffic is the heaviest.
David Jones, a laliorer, wants the
Too Great a Risk.
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railroad
In almost every neighborhood some- to pay him $3,000 for Injuries to the
one has died from an attack of colic thumb of his right hand. Jones filed
or cholera morbus, often medicine suit against the company In the court
could be procured or a physician sum- of common pleas, in Kansas City, Kas.
moned. A reliable remedy for these He alleges that on March 27, while
diseases should be kept at hand. The working at a turntable of the company
risk is too great for anyone to take. in Argentine, an engine was carelessly
and backed on the table' and so shaken
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
Diarrhoea Remedy has undoubtedly that some chunks of coal fell from the
saved more pain and suffering than tender and crushed his thumb.
any other medicine In use. It can alThe Best Liniment.
ways be depended upon. For sale by
"I have derived great benefit from
all druggists.
the use of Chamberlain's Palo Balm
John E. Ixgan filed a lien in the for rheumatism and lumbago," says
clerks' office, at las Vegas, against Mrs. Anna Hagelgans, of Tuckahoe,
George 8. Oood & Co., on the tract of N. J. "My husband used it for a sprainthe New Mexico Railway and Coal ed back and was also quickly relieved.
company. Ixgan was a
In fact It Is the best family liniment
on the railroad and has never received I wave ever used. I would not tu...
his money on the contract.
of being wthout it. I have recommended to many and they always speak
Quick Arrest.
very highly of it and declare its merits
J. A. Gulledge of Verbena, Ala., was are wonderful.'
For sale by all drugtwice in the hospital from a severe
gists.
tucase of piles causing twenty-fou- r
mors. After doctors and all remedies
There are rumors of another big
failed, Bucklen's Arnica Salve quickly shake up in the official force of the
arrested further inflammation and Pennsylvania railroad, at Philadelcured him. It conquers aches and phia.. A thorough reorganization of
kills pain. 25c at all druggists.
the traffic department, it is said, has
been decided upon. The changes to
Stop Trains Automatically.
le made are said to be even more radA novel device Is being tried for automatically stopping a train. A double ical than those which came last Dedial is attached to one of the driving cember, when the transportation dewheels; this registers the number of partment was reorganized.
miles. Another part of the dial is fitTraveling is Dangerous.
ted with a series of stops, arranged to
Constant motion jars the kidneys
coincide exactly with the distance of which are kept In place in the body by
each station from the preceding one. delicate attachments. This Is the reaAs the train runs Into the station zone son
that travelers, trainmen, street car
the "stop" acts on a throttle valve men, teamsters and all who drive very
and pulls up the train within the spec- much, suffer from kidney disease In
ified limits. The Inventor adds that It some
Foley's Kidney Cure
from.
will be useful in case of carelessness strengthens
kidneys and cures all
the
on the part of the driver or . he
forms of kidney aud bladder disease.
should be asleep.
Geo. E. Hausan, locomotive engineer,
Lima, Ohio, writes, "Constant vibraStorms Pleads Guilty.
Guy T. Storms, the man who stole a tion of the engine caused me a great
bunch of pay checks at Las Vegas, deal of trouble with my kidneys, and I
cashed one of them, fled to Albuquer- got no relief until I used Foley's Kidque and was arrested here, was Indict- ney Cure." Alvarado Pharmacy.
ed by the San Miguel district court
Gallery seats for "The Dress Reand plead guilty.
hearsal" will be 50 cents. Sold at the
Storms was arraigned before the door.
tribunal. While in the paymaster's office of the Santa Fe, at Las Vegas, he
F. M. Pingrey and family, formerly
picked up a whole handful of pay of Winslow, Ariz., were in the city
checks. He forged the name of T. yesterday, the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Collier to a sizeable check made out Joe Richards. Mr. Pingrey was for a
to that gentleman, and cashing the number of years boss painter for the
same at the store of Mayor Goodall Santa Fe at Winslow, and he and Mrs.
took the train for this city. Here he Pingrey have a large number ot
was arrested. The remainder of the friends there who regret their depar-ur- e
checks he threw away on the local devery much. They went to Trinipot platform. The defendant pleaded dad, Colo., last night for a few days'
guilty, but urged In mitigation of his visit. Mr. Pingrey anticipates going
offense that he had never lefore wan- into business at Dulbart, Tex.
dered from the path of rectitude. This
What is Foley's Kidney Cure?
time he was drunk and didn't realize
Answer: It is made from a prescripwhat he was doing. He had paid back
$70 of the $80 for which the check tion of a leading Chicago physician,
and one of the most eminent in the
called. Sentence was deferred.
country.
The ingredients are the
Several days ago the San Bernar- purest that money can buy, and are
dino Sun announced the resignation of scientifically combined to get
their utC. L. Acker, wrecking foreman and Inmost value. Alvarado Pharmacy.
spector with the Santa Fe in this city
for some time. At that time, at Mr.
What can be livelier or more enterAcker's request, his future location taining than a crowd of mischievous
was not made public. The Sun Is now school girls? Tin ir pranks are well
at liberty to state, however, that he Illustrated In "The Dress Rehearsal"
is to be general foreman of the shops this evening.

Men's Shoes

Good quality muslin, made nicely
and trimmed very neat, regular 85c

$2.28.

Regular $12.50 Suits, Sale Price,
of the El Paso & Northeastern and
will be under C. W. Werst, formerly
of the local shops, whose appointment as acting superintendent of machinery of the New Mexican system
was noted last week. Mr. Acker has
already arrived on the ground and Is
once again installed under his old
chief.

Men's Night Shirts
grade,

$6.10.

w
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elation; Mrs. J. M. Sewall. Chicago,
secretary and treasurer; Mrs. A. F.
Condisk, Fort Worth, first member;
Mrs. H. L. Rigg, Tucson, Arizona, second member, and Mrs. Lahlff, Cleveland, Ohio, third member. The salaries
of the president and grand secretary
and treasurer were made $2,000 per
year each, an increase of $200.

wit

Of Men's, Boys9 and Youths9
Clothing and Furnishing Goods

Great Operatic Concert
Madam

S

..Albuquerque's Lorgeot Store..

COLOMBO HALL!
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Gold

Plated

regular

Collar

Buttons,

15c each, Sale Price,

6c each.
Cuff Buttons, regular price 50c
per pair, Sale Price, 23c pair.

Shirt Studs, in sets,
pearl, regular price
Sale Price,

a

18o

gold and
60c a set.

set

e
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- OILFIELD &

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE

300-302-304-306-303-- 310

Summer Excursion Rates
TO THE PACIFIC COAST
San Francisco and return
Los Angeles or Redondo

Santa Monica, Long Beach or
35.04
East San Pedro
San Diego, Coronado Beach.. 35.00

BJ2

For further information call

F. L.Myers,
t&tu
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THE EVAHS

Subscribe for The Citizen.

.in wuiEN.

r; n

tiarut

at ticket office

Santa Fe Ticket Agent, Albuquerque,

'.
IrntHtionft or iilrt(iut

lilUi dat

i

..Dates of Sala Every Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday during months)
of May, June, July, August and September.
Limits November 30, 1003.
8topovera within limit of ticket south
and west of Barstow.

$55.00
35.00

-

ICA1

or sent In pit's wrappr,
ty exprM, prepaid, for
100. nrS bottles rj.7ft.
Circular sent on rsqussi.

TIME TABLE

Subscribe for The Citlxen.

ADVERTISE
IN

NEWSPAPERS
MAGAZINES
TRADE PAPERS

In Kfl.utroveinur J,

lOS,

ft!,.? Salve
For Pile, Burns. Sores

DeWItt's

N. M.

WRITS

rOR

MATSS)

TO

CURTIS - NEWHALL

CO.

tO
OILI, CALIFORNIA
ARRrVK FROM THAI NORTH
No. 1, California Express.... 7:15p.m.
No. 7, Met. A Cal. Express. .10:06 p.m
No. 3, California Limited. . . .10:40 a.m.
Dealer In
LEAVE GOING NORTH.
Railroad Time Tables No. 2. Atlantic
ExDreaa
Oeneral
Herchandlse
No. 4, Chicago Limited
13:09 p.m.
no. 8, Chicago Express
7:30 p.m.
Liquors
Denver & Rio Grande System
ARRIVES FROM SOUTH.
No. 22. Atlantic Express .... 7:10vm.
Proprietor of tha Summer
LEAVES GOING SOUTH.
8ANTA FE BRANCH.
All Kioas of Country Produce BoasM
27,
No.
Mexico
Express
pm
11:00
Tims Table No. 71.
and Bold.
ARRIVE FROM WEST
(Effective Wednesday, April 1, 1903.) No. 2, Atlantic Express
8:05 a.m Goods Delivered Free to all Parts at
no. , cnicago Limited
tna City.
ll:5l p.m.
East Bound
West Bound No 8, Chicago Express
6:45 p.m.
No. 428
No. 425
LKAVm an in a what
Corner of Third and TlJeraV
9:00amjLv. Santa Fe
6:20 pm No. 1, California Express.... 8:15p.m. Albuquerque
Now Manias.
a, uauiornia Limited. .. .11:00 a.m.
11:00 am
Espanola...,
3:00 pm no.
No.
7,
Mex.
p.m.
Cal.
Express.
.10:46
1:05 pmj
Embudo ..
1:05 pm
No. 7 will carry mail from tha aaat
10:06 am and No. 3 from tha west
8:40 pm...Tres Pledraa
pm
6:35
Antonlto ..
7:85 am
Tha No. $ and No. 4 ara tha limited
811 Soutn First Strvet.
8:50 pm
6:10 am tod they arrive dally.
Alamosa ..
VAJO, Proprietor.
FRANK
1:05 ami
Pueblo ...... 1:37 am
Local freight No. 99, going south,
7:15ainAr... Denver ...Lvl 9:30 pm carries passengers.
Tha oesi or liquors served to ps
F. k. MTER8, Agant
rons of tha bar.
...
,
Trains run dally except Sunday.
Connections with tha mala line and
Sandwiches of all kinds served.
1
branches as follows:
Nice large rooms, everything braa
At Antonlto for Durango, Sllverton
new, npstalra for lodging porpoaaa.
HOTEL CLAIRE.,.
and all points In the San Juan country.
At Alamosa (with standard gauge)
for La Veta, Pueblo. Colorado Springs
SANTA FE, N. M
and Denver, also with narrow gauge
or Monte Vista, Del Norte and Denver,
lit W. Railroad Avanua,
FIRE
PROOF,
ELECTRIC
Creeds and all points In the San Luis
LIGHTED,
STEAM
HEATED,
valley. At Sallda with main Una
The finest Una of Liquors and Cigar
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
(standard gauge) for all points east
All natrons and frlenria nrllll indi.
AND
BATHS
SANITARY
and west including Leadvllle and nar
ad to visit "Tha Iceberg." Laaefe i.J
PLUMBING
THROUGHOUT.
row gauge points between Sallda and
served every a ay.
LARGE
SAMPLE
ROOM
Grand Junction.
STEVE BALLING,
FOR COMMERCIAL MEN.
At Florence and Canon City for tha
Prsarlatf.
gold camps of Cripple Creek and VicAMERICAN OR EUROPEAN
tor. At Pueblo, Colorado Springs and
PLAN- Denver with all Missouri river lines
GEO. E. ELLIS,
MELINI & EAKIN
for all points east
Proprietor and Owner.
For further information address tha
undersigned.
4KO04040)a4K4K4l WHOLESALE LIQUORS A CMAKB
Through passengers from Santa Fa
We nandla everything .a wav (14
In standard gauge sleepers from AlaA. E.
mosa can have berths reserved on apDistillers Agents
FIRE INSURANCE
plication
Special distributors Taylor WUXUaaa
B. W. ROBBINS. Qn. Agt.,
Louisville, Kentucky.
Secretary Mutual Building Association
Santa Fe, N. M.
9. K. HOOPER. O. P. A.. Denvr. Colo. Offlca at J. U. Baidridga'a Lumber Yard Ill S. First St.
AJfegguorou
14

Q.

Badaracco

and

-

THE ARCADE

The ICEBERG

WALKER

THE AMU Ql'KKCJDfc DAILV C1TIZKN KKlDAV MAY 22 H03
BURIED

IN

The Funeral

SAN

of Mis.

BERNARDINO.

0.

M. Fairchild

at Her Home.
THE LAST SAO

You Want Both
COMpair of shoes look for two thing
PORT AND STYLE. You muit have them both! Either one
It ia eaay to make a comfortable
by itself is not enough.
hoe; it it easy to make a stylish shoe. But It Is very difficult
to combine the two. To make a stylish shoe that Is comfortable Is the highest art. A shoe may feel comfortable yet not
fit properly. Now it must fit or pou are sure to have trouble.
And the better it fits, the better it will wear and the longer
It will last

When you try on

'

i

THE ONE SHOE THAT

FITS WHFN ALL OTHERS FAIL
IS "QUEEN QUALITY."

It frts because it is make in an infinite variety of original
styles to suit alt shapes of feet and all occasions. "Queen
Quality" originates its own styles. Then they are copied on
other rrakers. If you want to be ahead on the fashion wear
"Queen Quality." If you want twice as many chances in selection, try "Queen Quality." A glance through our stock
shows this.

II
II

1

OXFORDS, $2.50.
Special Styles ROc extra.
I)o not wear brassy.
Fast color eyelets.
BOOTS, $3.00.

I
I

I Golden Rule Dry Goods Company I

RITES.

From the Sun. May 20.
In the presence of a few friends and
relatives ytsterday, the last sad rites
were he'd over the remains of Mrs.
01ivr M. Kairclilld, daughter of
Charles M. Tyler of this city, who met
such a tragic death in El Paso, Texas,
and with touching ceremonies the re
mains were laid to rest In the City
c rmet
ry.
The body arrived In the city at 8
o'clock yesterday morning and was immediately tal.cn t" Barton & Catick's
undo taking parlors where it was prepared for burial. It was then remov
ed to the home of Mr. Tyler, at 64S
Sixth street, and from there the funeral was held. The services were conducted by Rev. James E. Crtitchfleld,
pnstor of St. Paul's Methodist Episcopal church. South, and the funeral wns
private.
Many beautiful floral pieces were received attesting the esteem In which
the deceased was held. One magnificent floral emblem was received from
tlie Santa Fe shop men.
The sad Bcene was made even more
pathetic by the appearance of Mrs.
Tyler, the mother, who has been seriously 111 and to whom the shock ot
her daughter's death has been a terrible blow. The condition of the mother Is considered critical. She stood the
ordeal yesterday with remarkable for
titude, but her ultimate recovery Is
doubtful.
Oliver M. Fairchild, the husband,
accompanied the remains of the wife
to the city, and he brings information
concerning the tragedy which throws
new light on the case
Mr. Fairchild says that Peterson was
friend of his family and was a boy
scarcely 20 years of age.
He frequently joined them in their little excursions and was treated by both him
and his wife as a younger brother
He had come to El Paso for the bene'
fit of his haelth. He was weak physi
cally and his mind was slightly deranged, and Mr. Fairchild believes he
committed the horrible crime while
momentarily insane,

'

YOU PEOPLE WHO EAT.
resolve supplies at all the markets
Attention! If your appetite Is on a
were the controlling feature, and corn
rHttle of all kinds lout 10 to 15 cents. strike call on D. Weiller ft Co., the
Stockers, feeders and nhe stuff are all Gold avenue grocers. They can fix
Quarantine cattle got their your's up. Everything to eat, always
lower.
break the previous week, and sold fresh; call and give us a trial.
steady last week. A fair supply of
Great care and thought have been
Kansas and Missouri fed westerns arrived last week, and sold 10 to 20 cents expended ln the preparation of the
lower.
Stockers and feeders closed musical comedy, "The Dress Rehearweek
lower, but an examination of sal." Go and see the result.
the
o
the stocker and feeder trade of the
Beginning Monday May 25th, our
past few weeks shows that the demand
6 p. m. every eveia better now than last year. Best na- store will close at
and pay day
,,Ve steerg go,d at 5 25 ,8Rt wepk an(1 ning except Saturday
best westerns at $4.90. A bunch of nights.
SIMON STERN,
So. William
fed yearlings brought
The Railroad Ave. Clothier.
McFarland of Baca County. Colorado.
was on tne market Wednesday wiui
Best local talent In "The Dress Rethree loads of cows from his ranch, hearsal" this evening. Your friends
which he had brought to Missouri ln are ln It. Go and see them.
o
January, and kept on full feed since
Hall A Learnard.
then. Thev were so poor at the time
There is such a thing as a piano barthat he thought they would not live
through the winter in Colorado, but gain. We have decided to sell ail our
they brought $3.60 Wednesday, realiz- used and traded ln pianos at figures
ing a nice profit.
that Justify us In advertising piano
The general market today Is steady bargains. Call and investigate.
o
to 10 cents lower, stockers and feedGet In line while you have ..ie
ers a little higher, she stuff uneven.
get your seats for the
but with a lower tendency, and beef chance and
presentation
the
steers R to 10 cents lower. All kindsj ent of the ason-..
.. ..
J .......
' ' ' , ... U . .
J -- ( nnt u Il,UfQP IhOfl
Colomat
querque's
best
swellest
and
Monday.
last
tonight.
bo
hall
City
last
Sheep receipts at Kansas
o
week were llneral at 35.312 head, as
See those fine mantel clocks for only
compared with 14.850 the same week $4.95 at Maynard's; sale will last just
last year. The week netted a steady this week.
market on Texas muttons, which com
posed the bulk of the run, and a strong
Some of the situations in "The
Inquiry for lambs, of which very few Dress Rehearsal" are Indescribable
arrived after Monday. Today the run muBt be seen to be appreciated.
Is big at 12.000 head, but the market
opened eatly and ruled active at 10
japanese and unina matting ln all
cents lower prices on Texans, and from grades at Albert Faber's, 305 Railroad
steady to 10 cents lower on lambs, ine 8venu.
first sales of lambs were on a steady
basis, but lowor eastern reports weak
Sixty-ninpound
ened the market.
wooled Colorados brought $7.35 today,
O. A. MATSON, Manager.
against $7.50 'ast Monday. Other sales
were made at $7 25. and ewes $4.75.
Spark-...lin- g
Texans sold from $4.15 to $4.75. Con
sidering the size of the run, and the
lower trend of values, the movement
today was very satisfactory.
V.

1
Bought, Sold, Exchanged,

Pack-e- d

Stored, Repaired and Rented

Intsallment Plan.

w

O.

W. STRONG
AND SONS

j

--

j

j

COLOMBO HALL

Improvement company would want it
to be definitely understood that they
R
were absolutely pledged to proceed
with the enterprise. I make this state(Incorporated)
ment to account for the length of time
Comand
Land
Irrigation
Albuquerque
which is asked.
The more promptly the matter Is
pany Have Important Proposition.
acted upon, the sooner can the enter- Entitled
prise be followed up. We therefore re-EAT7
YOU
DO
quest that your company have such
"
FOR STOCK.
BOND EXCHANGED
!
If so call on D. Weiller & Co. Their
meetings of Its directors and stock- Wool, Hides,
groceries
are always fresh. Gold aveearly
necessary,
as
may
be
as
holders
streets.
Second
and
nue,
between
First
he 'tu,r? a8'8
The stockholders of the Albuquerque! ln
We handle
any
gest
Land ft Irrigation company will meet dlfflcu,ty ln having a meeting of the
Get your tickets and secure your
K. C. Baking Powder,
tomorrow afternoon to consider a prop-- ! director8 wlthin tne next few days and
seats for "The Dress Rehearsal" at
Navajo Blankets,
!
I
Colombo hall tonight and Saturday
otitlon offered by the Shutt Improve- glv,ng ngwer ro far ag they may deCurtice Canned Goods,
.
ment company of St. Louis. About termine In reMrd t0 thi8 matter,
matinee.
Colorado Lard anl Meats.
THE BEST LOCAL TALENT
ten miles of the ditch has been com-- .
T
Respectfully,
Two car loads of pianos sold ln four
pie ted, but no work has been done for
w' Q CHILDERS,
Houses at
Spectacular Effects, Beautiful Tableaux
months by Hall & Learnard, the largnearly three years, as the litigation ln AMorney aml agent for the Shutt 'Inl
Calcum Lights, The Prettiest Girls,
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M EAST LAI
house.
suworn,
southwestern,
est
ne
me
Voices
courts
stopped
i
The Sweetest
ine
Rev. Crutchfield's Tribute.
provement company.
o
VEGAS. N. M. AND GLOR- preme court, however, has rendered a
Goes to Make an Occasion
Albuquerque
Rev. Crutchfield. St. Paul's church,
for
store
all
That
And
A
ln
treat
I ETA, N. M.
decision In favor of the company, and
BALL,
BASE
Interest.
Surpassing
of
was an Intimate friend of the deceas star presentation; of "The Dress Rei
no more trouble la anticipated.
friend of hei hearsal" at Colombo' hall tonight and
Forty thousand dollars has been ex- - 0)d Town Tigers and Browns to Battle ed woman, and a close
hearing
family
from Mr, Saturday matinee1.
and
after
or
mis
trended so far, but a great aeai
on gunjay,
shoot
the
of
knew
he
Fairchild
what
amount went to lawyers, etc., in ngniTown Tigers ing, he gave out the following, at the
TICKETS ON SALE AT MATSON'S
Subscribe for The Citizen.
The BVOWng ana old
..,
Use
la
inw tha case.
thouKht
that
It
j.,.
vt
.
auwin Jiay turn bvtuuuu b""
iu
to
high
a
paying
tribute the
stockholders vgi jote to accept tne;day afterpoon at 2;45 o'clock; at the same time
letter from t5e fsJr groundg. The game promises to deceased. He said:
proposition.. Th
"Mrs. Falrchild'a very virtues were
company s attorney win explain iu be an exciting one.
cause of her untimely end. She
the
matter An full and Is given below;
FREE MUSEUM
We are selling a lot of Toilet Soap at the
Last Sunday the Tigers wiped up was open hearted and kind to every
Albuquerque. N. M.. May 21, 1903.
ABE GOLD, Proprietor
Drowns. Wilson will catch for the one
1850
the
ESTABLISHED
unheard-o- f
price, of ,2 cakea for a ulckle.
and had treated young Peterson
Messrs Wallace Hesselden; M. W. Browns, as Stevens has given up the
San Francisco Street,
Flournoy, M P. Stamm, L. L. Ilfeld. game on account of business, and Bar as a younger brother and the unfortu
to last long our profit on the
is
going
not
It
nate fellow, through infatuation, killed
Corner Burro Alley, Santa Fe,
D. A. Macpherson, M. Mandell'and
will be the new man at short her and then himself, or tried to rol
in a larger acquaintance.
rett
consists
transaction
N. M.
If. S. Otero, piesident and board of stop.
prevent
detec
to
killed
her
and
her
Land
Albuquerque
In
directors of the
Wholesale and Retail Dealer
The First Regimental band will be tion; and then overcome by remorse
v..
Ml Irrigation company:
Gentlemen
present.
INDIAN AND
and muddled by drink, killed him
I am authorized by the Shutt ImproveMEXICAN CURIOS
self.
ment company of St. Louis to submit
Prescription Druggist
FIRE AT BARR STATION.
"She was the friend of everyone
to your company a proposition for its
The largest and beat stock of
was
of
reorganization and the prosecution
Indian Baskets, Blankets, PotBox Car Destroyed Good Work at and the better known the better
117 W. Railroad Avenue.
she loved. She was sincere and truththe enterprise it undertook to
tery, Etc., in the country.
Saving Other Cars.
she
ful,
wherever
frelnds
made
and
SpecMexican Drawn Work a
At Barr station, six miles south, oc
She has been a paragon of
The proposition is ln substance as curred on Wednesday at 11 a. m. quite lived.
ialty.
follows:
Don't fail to call and see us
a seriouB and expensive fire to the daughterly affection and during the
All the stock held by the present Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe rail past two years since her marriage Bhe
In the city.
when
Native and Chicago Lumber.
has shown continual proofs of true
stockholders in your company to be way.
FOR
CATALOGUE
turned
to
SEND
be
ways.
delivered to a truatee
SHERWIN-WILLIAMPAINT CoversBUILDINQ PAPER Always in Stock.
Upon the side track for several days womanliness in a thousand
over and delivered to the Shutt Im had stood ten freight cars loaded with
"It can be truly said of her as SoloLongest! Sash, Doors, Blinds, Platter, Lima,
Wears
Best!
Looks
Morel
provement company, or Its assigns ore. A pasing
mon said of a tine v.oman, 'The heart
I Full Measurel
Cement, Glass, Paint, etc.
morning
Economical
Most
on
the
train
uron the flliug by It of a bond In the of Wednesday set fire to the box car of her husband doth safely trust in
Avenue, Albuquerque.
Lead
and
First
Street
approved
be
to
dollars,
$40,000
poor mad man who died
sum of
on the north end and it and the adjoin her.' If the
pro
company,
your
by the directors of
ln the same room was Infatuated with
viding for the completion of the canal ing car were completely consumed, as her It certainly was no fault of hers.
ten
would
have
had
whole
been
the
Wholesale Dealer In
cn the lines as originally outlined by not James Bingham, and James Mul Any one who has taken the pains to
III
The Shutt Improve
immediately
the company.
evidence
is
examine
the
conery,
who
Joe
at
the
works
Farr
Bank
suggests
that the
ment company
ranch, with pinch bar and by main convinced that wherever the blame
OOOO-OOOO--rf Commerce of Albuquerque be des- strength
lies for all this blood and crime
moved the eight uninjured
ignated as such trustee, as it is not
.
.
lunacy, gamor
be
drink
whether
it
to any considerable extent in ones, one at a time, out of danger. bling or robbery, or all combined-Me- dia
ESTABLISHED 1878
OLD RELIABLE"
When the company is informed of the
the stock of the company. The bond good
Fairchild was not the cause but
two
mese
work
and
hard
of
shall contain the further condition
only the victim of this most deplorthat the Shutt Improvement company, ranchmen they will certainly be ap- able tragedy, and the whole communAgents for Letup's St. Louis Drought and Bottled Beers;
or Its assigns, shall have twelve propriately rewarded.
ity is In deep sympathy with the husfiling
of
months from the date of the
band and bereaved family."
also Hunter Rye, Old l'lantation and Edgewood Whiskies,
PLEASING RECITAL.
aid stock and tae acceptance of said
MARKET LETTER.
bond within which to exercise an op- Mi
Florence Sinclair Chapin and
tion to proceed with the enterprise of
Others Entertain With ExSpecial Correspondence.
constructing the ditch or not; and the
Carrie
lh Larsefl
cellent Program.
Flour, Urain
Kansas Cltv, Mo., May 18. Cattle
nd Hoct Eita(v
ON
APPLICATION
GIVEN
farther provision that upon the acceptThe recital given by Miss Chapin
PRICES
Stock
week
?f
ance of the stock and the agreement last evening ln Public library hall was receipts at Kansas City last
and Provision!.
StapleQroccies
to orosecute the- - said enterprise, that appreciated by those who attended. amounted to 26.954 head, as compareda
onatf
utnwMt.
paclalty.
s
Car
week
corresponding
lati
20,003
within
with
the
completed
th same shall be
Miss Chapin was at her best in tbe re year ago. The demand for beef cat
tinws
the
of
eighteen months from the
cital she gave of "The Boat Race,"
FARH AND FREIGHT WAGONS,
was heavy, both from local killers
Albuquerque, N. Mex.
109 South First Street
filing of the said bond.
"Dame Durden and Little Mr. Balie" tle from eastern order buyers, but ex- comand
your
assure
to
authorized
I am
Albuquerque
and "Christmas Eve in a Mining
Railroad Avenue
pany that the Shutt Improvement com- Camp."
investipany Is ready to have thorough
A. Is. Newton pleased, too, wita his
gation, estimates and prospectus made powerful bass voice, and be granted
for the purpo.se of carrying out its an encore number.
1
proposition; and that it has also been
Mrs. Mabel Stevens Hinioe delighted
a
for
In negotiations with capitalists
with selections from Sinding and Choyery considerable length of time, both pin, while Prof. Blair made his violin
of
the
decision
recent
prior to the
talk.
court of the Uuited States, in
All Hard Wood, Charcoal Filled, White Knamel lined
The recital was a success, but the
the
Washington. In the case between
ee our nice new stock of Road
attendance
slim.
!
Car Load Just Received
company and Gutierrez, and
diti-Wagons for
Enthusiastic Meeting.
since then; and that If they can
condition
reports
as
the
to
the
The Federal Iibor union, No. 10957,
made by them upon their personal ob held a meeting ln Carpenters' hall last
tneiei evening and much important business
servations and investigations,
the was considered. Nine new
will be no difficulty in securing
members
Buggies 38 00, all fully
money required and that the capital- were taken in as follows: James
to
ready
bo
will
guaranteed.
to
William Glaesner, W. Sanborn,
ists above referred
of
the
Investigations
personal
Gasoof
make
F. Tood, W. Brackett, Guy Ball, Bier
Ice Ticks and Ice Shredders Etc. l'ull Line
?rlr nf Vphlrlpa ever brought
enterprise within thirty days after it Brewer and Mr. Billiard.
shape.
iV
and Summer Kitchen Utensils.
to the West. Special Low
Stoves
can be put into
growth
of the union in the last
line
The
Prices Now.
While the time asked for may seem few months has been encouraging and
representalong on account of these
is bright.
the
outlook
many
good
tions, still there are away
of putting
Attorney Frank Ackerman, the Grant
things to be done In the
building lawyer, will leave In a few
omnnv on its feet, and a good
WHOLESALE HAKDWAHE
H.allii to be attended to in New days for Chicago, where be goes on
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico
113-115-1Comer First St. and Copper Ave.
Howtli
Htreft
First
Shutt business.
Mexico and elsewhere before the
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GEO. B. WILLIAHS,
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&
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CO.,
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ADVERTISE

WINES, LIQUORS, CIGARS
.
AND BAR SUPPLIES
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L. B. PUTNEY,

WHOLESALE GROCER.
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Alaska Refrigerators PLEASURE
"The World's Best"

FOR ALL....

h
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WHITE MOUNTAIN

Ice Cream Freezers

Cos-grov-

I

W H ITN KY CO

17

i

J. KORBER & CO.

1

1HK ALHt'QUEKQl'E
MEMORIAL DAY PROCLAMATION.

JUST RIGHT
Executive Office, Santa Fe, N. M., May
19, 1903.

The Groceries you buy here are just right
The best quality at a fair price.

Our

Again the day approaches which a
beautiful custom devotes to honoring
the memory of the departed heroes of
the republic, who have given up their
lives that the country might live, and
ly their deaths have shed such lustre
upon the glorious history of our nation.
While on that day we should mourn
for the dead, we must also rememler
the living who are serving their coun
try ly land and sea, and also the sur
vivors of a past generation who still
tarry among us, and endeavor to make
life more easy for them in their declining years, that they may live long
to enjoy the blessings of that country
they helped to save.
Now, therefore, I, Miguel A. Otero,
governor of the territory of New Mexico, do recommend that upon Saturday, the thirtieth day of May, A. D.
1903, the people of the territory refrain from all unnecessary lalor, and
all public amusements, and Join with
the Grand Army of the Republic, and
other patriotic societies in a due and
proper observance of Memorial day,
recalling the memory of the heroic
dead and recounting their valiant
deeds. Let us on that day by song
and speech and sweet flowers give expression of our reverence and gratitude to those who gave their lives to
perpetuate the republic; to acts of respect and care for those soldiers and
saiiors who have survived the wars In
which they wore engaged and in honor
of those who are now serving their
country as soldiers and sailors.
Done at the executive office this the
19th day of May, A. 15. 1903.
Witness my hand end the great seal
of the territory of New Mexico.
(Seal)
MIGUEL A. OTERO,
Governor of the Territory of New

Coffee

40-ce- nt

Will cause a satisfied smile wherever used.
Remember the place and don't waste time in
looking for these things.

A. J. 'MALOY,

214 W. Railroad Ave

cmotxmcmrajoexymcmomc
COMFORTS OF HOME

that make a happy couple. We have
contributed in no small degree to the
comfort of many a household. And
expect to continue doing so. Our stock
of furniture is more extensive than
ever, and we're selling It at marked
down prices. Handsome and serviceable parlor suits, $15.00. Durable and
elegant lounges, couches, easy chairs
at half real value. Astonishing bargains. Cash or time. We want your
trade. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Futrelle Furniture Co.
COPYRIGHT.

West End Viaduct

'or Second Street and

Gold Avenue

P.

b.

Cl

MALTHOID - ROOFING
NEEDS NO PAINTING.

Mexico.

Put. Up In Roll Complete With Fixture for Laying. Durm- -.
bllltv Guaranteed Write for Booklet en. Sample
Cm

DALDRlDGE,

Albuquerque, New Mexico

245 and 300

Py the Governor:
J. W. RAYNOI-DS- ,
Secretary of New Metico.
A Lesson In Health.
He lthy kidneys filter the Impurities
from the blood, and unless they do .a
good health Is Impossible. Foley's Kidney Cure makes sound kidneya and
will possltively cure all forma of kidney and bladder diseases. It strengthens the whole system. Alvarado Pharmacy.

RAILROAD VISITORS.

The above numbers draw the clock and ring,
respectfully. Holders of tickets bearing above
numbers please-ca- ll
at once with the tickets.

Rflaynard,

(Concluded from page one.)

The Jeweler
THIRD STREET

Meal Market
.pcsh 2a(J m HMIS
kinds
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STEAM SAUSAGE fACTOBY.

EMIL KLEINWORT,
MASONIC BCILDIN9.
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SILVER
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TH uST.

ELMO

SAKPLE AND CLDB ROOI.

Finest
Whiskies,

coal fields will make New Mexico
famous. The stuff la there In great
quantities, and the Pennsylvania Development eompanys working
the
mines for all they are worth.'. Colonel Lester hinks Albuquerque an
city with plenty of enterprise
that will always make it the metroDo- lis of the great southwest The colonel has had the honor to represent
the same county in the Illinois legislature that President Lincoln did. and
has Berved on two gubernatorial staffs.
Statehood? Of course you ought to
have It and Its coming, too.
Mr. Delamater, the genial Pittsburg
capitalist, said we had a fine city, and
the Alvarado was a great hotel. You
have progressed wonderfully since I
was here In '18, and there are great
possibilities In store for the territory.
qualities seem to be
the characteristics of your city, and I
am more than pleased with it.
Maj. A. C. Quay, the son of the man
who is doing so much for New Mexico
In her fight for statehood, is a chip of
the old block.
Ho is a graduate of
West Point. He thinks as do the rest
of the party that New Mexico is all
right; that this is a great country and
with statehood It Is going to be one of
the greatest commonwealths in the
United States. The major Is enjoying
his trip. The party spent a day at
Hagan looking over the coal fields and
Tuesday night were the guests of honor at a smoker at the Palace hotel at
Santa Fe.
The party are all pleased with the
trip, and what more can be said. Gen- eial Torrance is not with the party on
at count of the illness of his wife. He
is expwted here in June.
Tomorrow the gentlemen leave for
El Paso, where they will transact some
business, after which they will leave
via the Rock Island for Chicago.
BOXING

JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop.

Brandies,

Wines, etc.

120 W.

Railroad Ave., Albuquerque.

...TOTI & GRADI...
DEALERS IN

LIQUORS AND GROCERIES
Flour, Feed, Provisions, Hay and Grain. Imported French and
Italian Goods. Sole Agents for San Antonio Lime.
; Free Dalivery to all Parts of the Cit).;
Old 'Phone 247.

7

IN

PHILADELPHIA.

Mack to Meet Tipman in the "City of

Brotherly Love."
Philadelphia, May 22 The fighting
game in Philadelphia during the past
winter and spring has been more prosperous than ever before in the his
tory of pugilism in this city. Of late
there has been an average of two or
three loxlng shows pulled off each
week and In not a few of them the
principals have been fighters of wide
reputation. The season now, however,

North Third Street,

DAILV

Tf

V

N

FRIDAY MAY 22

Is on the wane and will come to a
close with a few more shows of more
or less Importance lefore the hot
weather Is on In earnest. One of these
shows is 8chluled for the Ariel Athletic club tonight, when Willie Mack,
the lightweight boxer of New York,
will go six rounds with Joe Tipman of
Mack is regarded as a
Baltimore.
cleverer lioxer than Tipman and the
prosjiects are that he will have no
trouble In outpointing the latter.

-

s

SHEET AND METAL WORKS

g

THE FRESHEST LINE OF ROOTS, HERBS AND TE1S

Dealer in Stoves, Tin and Granite Ware
of Tin, Copper and 8hsst
Iron Work to Order

1

J.

STREET

Z

OLDl'PMONk'.ia

All Kind
IS SECOND

Roofing, Guttering and Repairing

H O'RIELLV

&

PRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS1
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proposals!
PUHT

5

SEE
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THE BLOOD

S

LOAN
HONEY TOurgans,

On Furniture.

ir

ALBUQUERQUE
AHES, Proprietor.

PERSONAL PHOPERTY LOANS.

..Albert Fafoer..
305 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDING
Headquarters for Carpata, Llnol.um, Matting, Curtains, Blanktts and
House Furnishing Goods.

When You Look at Our

CARPETS
YOU SEE

f

m

9 Z

HA YA K U, New

Mrxiro. May sa.
r
U prnpoiuili
I
lwo.'l
in triplicate for
furnixhiiiK material and rnnVrurtinK Medical
Storehouse, (ovpnal Corp Karrark. Receiving;
Vault. C'rentnatury, Quartermaster Storehouse,
Morgue, Cold Storauero. m and Laboratory
tie'e will be received until 2 o'clock P. M.,
June 13. inns. If formmon furnialied rn application. The t'mted Statea reaervea Ibe
riKht to accept or reject any or all prop n la or
any part thereof Knvelo-e- t
cont;'inr K pi
poaxla nfioii lt be er dorard "Hropoaala" for any
or all of the bere'n mentioned tm'M
and
should be aridreaoed to Captain II. M. i' jwrll,

THE FINEST CAR.

PET DISPLAY EVER

MADE

IN ALBUQUERQUE AND

THE BEST CARPET
CfPYRlOHT

UES

EVER

AL-S-

VAL- -

OFFERED

up-to-da-

up-to-da-

te

te

3oooxcoejooosjoex

ZJilUtiK CAFE
QUIOKEL & BOTHE, Proprietor?

J

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS

f

INEST WHISKIES, IMPORTED A DOMESTIC VVtNrU . COGNAC
The Coolest and Highest Grade of Lager served. ",;
Finest snd Best Imported a id Oom.stlo Cigar

- CROCKERY

FURNITURE
f

rn

oakV

DUPLEX
and

ii

.

SANITARY

MATTRESSES
CAMPING OUTFITS

NEW AND SECOND HAND

Borradaile & Co.,

117

Qid

Avenue

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXK O.
U

S

DEPOSITORY

Depository (or the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison, ToJ

peka and Santa Fe Railway Companies.
Authorized Capital
.$500,000.00
Paid up Capital, Surplus and profits.. ..
.$200,000.00
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

Joshua S. Raynolds, president; M. W. Flournoy, vice presl
dent; Frank McKee, cashier;
H. F. Raynolds,
A B. McMillan,

YOUR SPRING

SHIRTS

BOe and St.OO
Soft Bosom
Monarch
SI.2S and St. SO
Manhattan
SI.7S and 92.23
Carl A Wilson, all pure linen
S3. SO

UNDERWEAR
Fine Balbrlggan ... Sl.OOto S2. SO suit
Fancy Balbrlggan . .S3.00 to S4.SO suit
Scrlven Elastic Seam Silk .... SO. OO suit
.

Straw Hats from SOo to SS.OO each
Sweet-Or- r
Pants and Overalls

Pf3. Rf3i(kilE.ILIL

CJja(terina,ter.

Just receiveu a large assortment of
i.rt squares and rugs. Albert Faber,
S 5 5 eTe Ceo Grant building.

O

We are showing the latest patterns direct from the
leading carpet manufacturers -- all new and
goods for
people. We want you to
our goods and prices in Linoleum, Oil Cloth, examine
Matting
and rugs. Wo offer some Bpecial good values and can
save you money.

,

SPRING MEDICINE
FOR

a.

t

OS

Pianos,
Morses,
Wagona and other Chattels, ilso on
Salaries. FROM $10 UPWARDS. One
to twelve months time la given.
Wkjout delay and strictly private.
Goods remain In your possession. GET
OUR RATES before borrowing.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
OPEN EVENINGS.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO..
8ENSATIONAL NEWS.
Rooms 3 and 4 Grant BuiVJIng.
305 West Railroad Avenue.
No Truth In Report of Executions and
Killings.
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS
Vienna. May 22. Two Slav newspapers at Trieste today published senR. B. Thomas, general manager of
sational reports to the effect that thirty-eight
persons had been hanged un- the Consolidated Mining and ismelting
der martial law and forty were killed company of Cerrlllos. is in the city
in other ways at Agram on Wednes- visiting with bla family.
The Citizen acknowledges a conipll
day. It was also asserted that troops
refused to fire at the crowd. When mentary ticket to attend the racing
questioned regarding the matter In under the Elks' Racing association at
parliament today Premier Koerber de- Trinidad. Colo., June 4 to 5, inclusive.
Scott Knight, who Is now engaged In
clared there was no truth in the reports of the executions and killings at touring the territory representing the
Southwestern Brewery & Ice company,
Agram.
was a passenger for Cerrlllos this
The May 23 number of the Collier's morning.
A. J. Frank, the Algodones smelter
Weekly, which arrived here last night,
contains a 3x5 inch half tone picture man. and family are in the city shopof Elle, of Granda, and the Commercial ping and visiting. They will stay over
club blanket the president received until tomorrow and attend ifle Dress
Rehearsal at Colomlo hall tonight.
here May 5.
Mrs. H. A. Parker, of Manila, P. I.,
was In the city this morning for a few
hours and a pleasant visitor at the Al
LETTER LIST.
varado curio rooms. She arrived from
the City of Mexico on an early train
Remaining In the post office at Al- and left for
the west on the California
3.
buquerque, N. M., May-21903:
limited.
Persons calling for or sending for
Henry Yanow, the Second street
these letters please state where they pawnbroker,- - has gone to Denver,
had been receiving mail, also mention where he will meet
Miss Sarah Mind- date of adverting.
lin, of Omaha, Neb. A marriage will
List.
Ladies'
occur In Denver and Mr. Yanow is exNellie (2)
Baker, Mrs O W
pected to return home the fore part
Rowen, Miss L P
More, Mrs Mollle
Bender, Miss M TMOntoya, Adelayda of next week accompanied by a wife.
Parmenter, Mrs C
Brier, Mrs
The
O (2)
Douglass, Miss
Recent experiments, by practical
Nellie
Powell. Mrs L M
Reynolds, Mrs Liz- - tests and examination with the aid of
Downs, Mrs Ma- the X Rays, establish it as a fact tha!
mie
tie
Fry, Miss Ella
Smith. Mrs Mabel catarrh of the stomach Is not a dia
ease of itself, but that It results from
Ford, Miss Mabel Sandoval, Mrs
repeated attacks of Indigestion. "How
Mrs My- sefa R de
can I cure my indigestion T" Kodol
Mrs
ron J
Flora
Street.
Hughes, Mrs EdnaSabedra, Sra Casi- - Dyspepsia Cure la curing thousands.
It will cure you of Indigestion and
ana
Crews
Johnson, Mrs W S Stevens, Mrs M J dyspepsia, and prevent or cure catarrh
King, Miss Anna Tracey, Miss Mary of the stomach. Kodol digests what
yon eat makes the stomach eweet.
Leflas, Mrs E
A'
Livingston, Mrs
Turrieta, Sra Bry- - Sold by B. H. Brlgga & Co., S. Vann
& Son.
Eva
Ida
MeClure, Mrs J TValoist, Mrs
' Warren, Miss Ida
McMillen, Miss
CLASSIFIED ADS.
Men 'a List.
McHughes. J .
Adams, Whit
LOST.
McQueen, Fred (3) LOST Brown water spaniel dog,
Actro, Prof W
with
Marble, E D
Allen, Lue
collar bearing name of owner. Ed
Adams, Richard
Martinet, Pimento
hoekett; suitable reward for re
Millls, Fred R
Arias, Rlcardo
Broadway.
turn to 623
Abeyta, Pedro
Mares, Santiago .. LO8T Dark South
mare: both hind
brown
Marshall, J E ,
Anderson. A J
feet white. Return- to B. 8.' Rodey
Allen, TEc v
McCanynon Ed .
and receive reward.
Benzie, Jim
IeCition Geo I
"
Byrne, Martin J
Mr
Milburn.
WANTED.
Barnes, A C
Maxwell, Bill
A
WANTED
nurse girl. Inquire at
Chevez, Ramon
Powell,. William
111 South First street.
Carter, W H
Petrle. Harry
WANTED
By an educated, eompeDevelch, O B (2) Peterson. Adolf
tent
woman,
position as stenograph
Roy
Reed,
Duran, Juan
R
er. Address Anna T. Baker, Mesllla
Davis, D D
Rand, E
Park.
DeLate, Ernest
Ryan, Joseph
Local
WANTED
and
traveling
Freeman, Maurice Romlrlz, Jose
agents to represent the Indiana
Frederick. Bert 2) Romero, Abehno
State Life. Address L. W. Galles,
llva, Lorenzo
Gray, W W
Albuquerque, N. M.
Garry, Andia
Scully, Tom
WANTED Two good milkers. Mat
Garsla, Manuel
Sanchez, Franslco
thews Jersey Dairy.
M
Garman. ML
WANTED Highest price paid for
Glllott, G
Sanchez, Victor
gents' second hand clothing and
Gullong, Jacob
Shell, Frank O
tools. Send address and will call. R
Griggs, J S
Sedgwick, Stewart
Sweeny. 615 8outh First street
Garcia, Jesus
Harmon
WANTED A bright boy of good char
rla
Vlrden, Lew
acter, 15 or 18 years of age, at the
O01I, Charles (2) Wilder. E
Colorado Telegraph and Telephone
Janstan, Geo
Warner, R S
company's office.
Johnson, J
Wooster, James H
First National
bank building.
Jackson Cornell
Wakelay, John
Jullen
Williams. Houston WANTED Young men to prepare for
government positions. Fine openKing, Delbert
Major & Mrs Jas
ings In all departments. Good salar
Kimball, John F
II Purdy
King, W
ies.
Rapid promotions. Examina
Manager of the
Lowe, John
tions soon. Particulars free. InterReds Base Ball
Lleberled, Frank
State Cor. Inst., Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Team
Murphy, T
FOR SALE.
R. W. HOPKINS,
Postmaster
FOR SALE A restaurant and rooming house In good location. Call at
A WOMAN TO BE PRETTY
209 South First street.
Must Have Luxuriant and Glossy Hair FOR SALE A pony. Inquire at St.
Vincent academy.
No Matter What Color.
The finest contour of a female face, FOR SALE OR RENT Ranch ot
the sweetest smile of a female mouth,
about fifty acres near Alameda; In
loses something if the head is crown
alfalfa. Inquire of Mrs. Monahan,
ed with scant hair. Scant and falling
Ruby house,
hair, It is now known. Is caused by a
parasite that burrows into the scalp
FOR RENtT
to the root of the hair, where is saps
FOR RENT NlcelTfurnUhed 'rooms,
the vitality. The little white scales
without board; also furnished rooms
the germ throws up In burrowing are
for light housekeeping. Inquire 124
called dandruff. To cure dandruff per.
South Edith street. Mrs. Zellhoefer.
manently, then, and to stop falling
hair, that germ must be killed. New-bro'- FOR RENT From May 1 to Sept 1,
Herplclde, an entirely new rethe Highland Hotel, will rent rooms
sult of the chemical laboratory, deat $10.00 per month and up.
stroys the dandruff germ, and, of
FOR RENT Nice front rooms for
course, stops the falling hair and
light housekeeping; rent reasonacures baldness.
ble; 622 West Railroad avenue. In"Sold by leading druggists.
Send
quire In brick part.
luc In stamps for sample to ibe Herplclde Co., Detroit, Mich. B. H. Priggl
LOANS.
ft Co., special agents.
MONEY TO LOAN In sums to suit
Address, postoffice box 383, Albuquerque, N. M.

5
2

T.
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The Leading Clothier In New Mexico

THE

c

harmful to some stomachs when taken
continuously Is well known to physicians. Not every stomach can receive
the acid of the lemon, even though
greatly diluted, without Injury or discomfort. Pure grape Juice, however.
Is not only harmless, but highly nutritious. Its use at meat time is Invariably attended with beneficial results,
as it Is very rich In nutrient,
elements. Great stress must
however be laid upon the purity and
clearness of Ihe Juice. Adulterations
or dilutions render it Ineffective as a
destroyer of lyphus germs.

The Utile Doctor

Smoke with burned
flannel on which haa been placed a
small quantity of sugar. Sprinkle a sulphur over the wound, bandage
and It will heal Immediately. A very
dongcroua wound, made by sewing-machinneedle, where the needle fragments were found to have been bent
almost double against the bone, was
cured In this manner. The danger of
lockjaw and extreme pain is thus
averted.
Dad Wounds.
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(Homestead Entry No. 6541.)
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, land office
at 8anta F N. M.. May 18, 1903.
Notice is hereby given that the fol
lowing named nettler has filed notice
of his Intention to make final proof In
support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the probate
clerk of Bernalillo county, at Albu
querque, N. M., on June 27th, 1903. viz:
Clinton C. Jones, for the N A N W V
S E
N W Vi S W V N E M Sec. 27,

NEW MEXICO TOWNS.
SANTA FE.

From the New Mexican.
The school census of the Santa Cruz
school district bas been completed and
shows a population of school age of
102 males and lu9 females, a total of
211.

T 10 N. R

"Major Thomas 8. Morgan" died of
cold poison last night. The "Major"
was a fine St. Bernard and mastiff and
much beloved by his little master,
Price Cross.
A New Mexican correspondent
at
Las Cruces writes that Mrs. Alexander Morrison of the mining camp of
Organ, eighteen miles eaet of Ias
Cruces, died there yesterday of heart
disease.
Benjamin M. Read, Esq., has filed in
the district court for Rio Arriba county, suit in ejectment for Andres Lopez
against Antonio Lopez. The land Involved is in precinct No. 5, In Rio Arriba county.
The plaintiff asks for
$100 damages In addition to the land.
Nelson N. Newell went to Las Vegas
to be examined for an Increase of pension by the board there. He enlisted
In Troop D. Eleventh Illinois cavalry.
as sergeant, September 20, 8fil, and
December 21, 1864.
was discharged
The regiment was commanded by Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll. Newell now
draws $8 per month.
It has been over two weeks since
any brick has been burned at the penitentiary on account of the inability
of the authorities to get coal. Why it
is impossible to get coal now is not
known. The supply at the Institution
has been entirely exhausted and wood
is being burned to operate the heating
and lighting plant.
John Martin of Baker City, Ore., ar
rived In the city and is visiting Judge
N". B. Laughlln and other old friends.
Mr. Martin has been away from here
for nearly twenty years. He is a mining man and haa not been In Santa Fe
since 1886. Since leaving this city he
has been to many states and territories, but may now decide to locate
here permanently. He Is accompanied
by Mrs. Martin.

4
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He names the following witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon
and cultivation of said land, viz: Jacob
Loebs, of Albuquerque, N. M., Don J.
Rankin of Albuquerque, N. M. David
Welller of Albuquerque, N. M., John
Stobbe of Albuquerque, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register,
,
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Grande System

DENVER & RIO GRANDE
RIO GRANDE SOUTHERN- -

RIO GRANDE WESTERN
RIO GRANDE & SANTA FE

Denver

THE POPULAU LINE TO
Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Cripple Creek, Leadville,
d
Springs, Aspen, Grand Junction, Salt Lake
City, Ogden, Butte, Helena, San Francisco,
Los Angeles, Portland, Tacoma, Seattle, and also
Reaches all the principal Colorado, Utah and New Mexico
Glen-woo-

Hiccough. The good remedies applicable to different cases of persisK0D0L digests what you eat.
Opium Poisoning. It Is net general. . . .TOWNS AND MINING CAMPS. . . .
tent hiccough are: Capsicum In hot
may
ly known that death
be caused in infusion, ten drops of the fluid, extract
purifies,
c'enses'
K0D0L
pivirg paregoric to children. Paregoric of boneset In a tablespoonful of hot
strengthen and sweetThe Tourists' Favorite Route to all Mountain Resorts. Tha only
per cent of water every thirty minutes and freens the stomach.
ii made up of
line passing through Salt Lake City en route to Paclfls Coast.
opium, the other Ingredients
being quent doses of Ignatla amara.
cures lndlgOotin, dys- K0D0L
Through
Sleeping Cars between Denver and Alamosa, Cripple
o
anise, glycerine, camphor and alcohol.
pepsia. and all stomach
(Homestead Entry No. 627i.)
Creek, Leadville, Gleenwood Springs, Grand Junction, Salt Lake
A dose of this drug
Spring Ailments.
and bowel troubles.
for an infant
City, Ogden, Portland, 8an Francisco and Los Angeles.
Notice for Publication.
ranges from three to five drops and for
There Is an acning and tired feeling;
action of
OfK0D0L thecceleratesthe
Land
Interior,
Department
of
the
an adult twenty drops. It is ft common tne liver, bowels and kidneys become
DINING
CAR SERVICE a La Carta on all THROUGH TRAIN8
gastrc glands and
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., May 20,
gives tons to the digestive organs.
remedy for cholera Infantum. Children sluggish and inactive, the digestion im1903.
no
' A. S. HUGHES, Oen.
lirar opium badly and some are very paired, with little or no appetite,
J. A. EDSON, Manager,
r8"eve1 an overworked
Traffic Man.
K0D0L stomach
Notice is hereby given that the folof all nervous
much more suoeptible than others to ambition for anything, and a feeling
Colo.
Denver
Denver, Colo.
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strain,
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that the whole
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physicians to give It, however. toning up. The trouble is, that during
f
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said
support
feeds
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claim,
and
that
of
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There are about two grains of opium winter, there has been an accumulabrain.
proof will be made before the United
to an ounce of pare gorlc and not more tion of waste matter in the system.
,s
States t commissioner at San Rawonderful remedy
ought
an
to be given
than one drop
K0D0L
herblne will remove It, secure to the
that is making so many
fael, New Mexico, on June 25, 1903 viz:
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wasted
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effect,
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bodies
their
all
strong
by
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EV6 of SW4. sec. 34, T. 11 N., R. 8 W.
D'phtheria The following precau- and give strength in place of weak
the nourishment that is contained In
He names the following witnesses
tions are necessary in any case of this ness. 60c at J. H. ORIelly ft Co.
the food they eat.
prove his continuous residence upto
disease: The patient must be kept in
o
Supply
You.
Tour Deiler Cm
on
and cultivation of said land: viz:
a room alone and no one admitted una
Smelter.
Clark Orders
Bottles only. $ .00 Sl;s holding 2' I times
Donaciano Pino, Alferjo Montano,
less needed to give medicines or at-- t
Senator Clark left Jerome, Arizona,
the trial M, which sells for 50c.
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No other per- on a special train Wednesday morning
lit in others ways.
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Jones,
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solution.
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fectant
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south of Jerome.
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Correspondence solicited.
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children, if such approach can be preMr. Joseph Pominville, ot Stillwater,
Suits to Order From Woolens Made by
third stage cases cured.
vented but if such contact is necess- Minn., after having spent over $2,000
the Rio Grande Woolen Mills.
"3. Results in permanent
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did
City, St.
Mem"4. Hemorrhages seem less liable dred different pctterns; we guarantee
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plays an important road avenue clothier.
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Paper of America,
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And while not always painful are aggravating beyond expression. With
few exceptions they are worse in spring and summer when the system tiegins
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extra efforts to throw off
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Trouble Up the Railway Has
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YESTERDAY'S BASE BALI.

May 22 "Dress Rehearsal," comic
operetta, Colombo hall.
June 2 Dance at Colombo hall, given hy Retail Clerks' Protective association.
June 3 Choral society concert at
Choral hall.
June 7 Band concert and lecture
given In open air by company advertising Coronado Beach. Cal.
June 8. Great operatic concert by
celebrated Italian artistes at Colombo
hall.
July 4 and 6 Labor union picnic at
the fair grounds. Base ball, racing and
sports of all kinds.

At PoEton

National League.

Ronton

R

H

E

3

10

1

0 4
Cincinnati
Batteries: Plttlnger and Moran;Sud
hoff and Bergen.
At Philadelphia
R H E
Philadelphia
6 11
0
Chicago
3
11 19
Duggleby, McLaughlin
Batteries:
and Dooin; Lundgren and Kling.

o

R H E
At Cleveland
5 12
5
Cleveland
2
7 0
Washington
Batteries: Bernhard and Bemls;Pat- icn and Clarke.
At Chicago
New York Chicago gi.me postponed

on account of wet groutidb.

.

o

Y

Notice of Forfeiture.
Territory of Arizona, County of Co
chise, 88.
To M. J. Sherlock, bis heirs and as
signs:
You are hereby notified that 1 have
expended one hundred dollars ($100.00)
In labor and improvements upon the
"Aunt Betsy" Mining Claim, situate In
Peralta Canon, Cochitl District, Berna
lillo Co., New Mexico, as will appear
by certificate filed February 8, 1896, la
the office of the recorder of said Coun
ty, in order to hold said premises un
der the provisions of section 2324 Revised Statutes of the United States, be
ing the amount required to hold the
-- ame for the year ending December 31

Ai St. Louis
Boston-St- .
Louis game postponed on
account of rain.
American Association.
At Kansas City
game post
Kansas
poned on account of wet grounds.
At Milwaukee

Milwaukee Indianapolis game
on account of rain.

Prof. Skeats. who supervises the
treatment of water for the F.l Paso &
North Eastern tanks In a recent Interview in the Alamogordo News, gays:
"The El Paso & North Eastern railway from Alamogordo to Santa Rosa
passes through the gypsum strata of
the geological era called the Permain.
In planes this strata Is covered by the1
lower cretaceous sandstone, or
limestone; but practically all
of the country covered by this division
of railway is of gypsum composition
and so carries in solution a very large
percentage of sulphate of lime, and
quite frequently a large share of sulphate of magnesia and common salt,
beside a tolerable amount of carbonate
of lime and magnesia In other words,
It contains minerals that render It the
hardest of hard waters.
"When this mixture of mineral substances Is boiled under the high pres-ursuch as obtains In boilers of locomotives, it produces various and little
understood chemicals reactions, precipitating to the bottom of the boiler
most of the mineral substances in the
water, forming a hard scald therein,
which gets Into the boiler tubes and
acid
clogs them up; also hydro-chloriIs formed and carbonic acid gas is set
free, which prevents the proper cir
culation of the water, and this condition of affairs quickly results in the
burning out of tubes, corroding of the
Iron and general ruin of the engine as
a machine.
"As these gjpsum strata are very
thick several hundred feet the waters found tnerein are of necessity
the only ones that can be utilized on
the division, and it has been found by
experience that they can only be rendered serviceable by chemical treat-meof the water. To Institute some
practical and economical means of establishing the proper methods of chemical treatment, I was called In to Investigate seve.-a-l months ago
"I decided the simplest and cheapest way out of the difficulty was to
cause the chemical reaction which
does the damage to take place before
the water enters the engine boilers.
This Is what Is now being done on the
system. Water
entire Northeastern
softening plants have been erected at
Three Rivers. Carrlzoza, Corona, PinAbout 3,000
tado and Santa . Rosa
gallons per hour are treated at the
first three places, 6,000 gallons at Pintado and 4,000 at Santa Rosa.
"A new well at Pintado will Increase
the output there to about 10,000 gallons per hour, and this plant Is now
running day and night. Water is being
hauled from this point to stations
where plants have not yet been erected. Pintado water, after treatment,
has been in constant use on the road
for four months, and has given entire
satisfaction both in boilers and for
drinking purposes.
"These plants are to have automatic
the
attachments that will enable
pumpers to attend to them."

post-tinne-
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Nichols and Messltt.
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25-ce-

25-ce-

For All Throat and
Lung Troubles.
back If It fail. Trial Bottles free.

A Perfect
Cure :
Monay

..

-

o

Indianapolis, Ind., June
1903,
annual meeting Travelers' Protective
Association of America. Rate one fare
plus $2 for round trip. Dates of sale
June 7 and 8; final rteurn trip June 20.
For further information call at ticket
office. F. L. Myers, agent.
o

TAADC

A predigested

Go West
to the Ocean
Summer Climate rineat In the World

MM.

food with

une-qual-

California

ed

strengthening properties.
Not an intoxicant but a real malt
extract. For weakness, weari- Iness and overwork.
Best for
Anheuser-Busc- h

"BaaBa
C.

re

Surf bathing, ocean breezes, snow capped Sierras. You can buy
a combination round trip ticket to San Diego this summer Including railroad and Pullman fare, meals en route, one day at
Grand Canyon, and two weeks' board and lodging at Coronado
Tent City at a very low price. Tent City Is a popular Southern
California summer seaside resort.
Write for full particulars
about this delightful vacation trip.

digestion.

All druggists sell

I

Cool Trip on the Santa

it. Prepared by the

yfinTfl

TopakaA
Banta re

Brewing Ass'n

IT

G

Jklbuquaraua

St. Louis, C. 8. A.

Ortlera promptly flllru bjr
W. KUNZ, Wholesale Dealer, Albuquerque.

MONUMENTS.

&ramdl

All kinds of stone and marble work.

and liberally Irrigate approximately The Cast for the Musical Play, En- Prices moderate. Shop and yard cor200.000 acres of land. The cost of contitled, "A Ores Rehearsal."
ner Fifth street and Railroad avenue.
structing will amount to f2.5O0.00n.
H. Q. MAURINO ft CO.
Miss Jones, principal of Grove House
o
The length of the artificial lake Is
Academy
Mrs. Gunsul
Each season brings out some new
to be. It Is estimated from twenty to
goverEpenard,
French
Madmoiselle
features and an improvement over
thirty miles and the average width
ness
Mrs. Ira B. Bennett
last. All our carts are fitted with new
will be per.-hten miles.
Amy Fibbs. Cinderella
and Improved gear, easy riding springs
and durable, and more elaborate than
Miss Ada Campfleld
Caution!
Earth's greatest wonder the ever shown before. We have about 60
This is not a gentle word but when Clara Wilklns, Prince Charming....
of chasms, a mile deep, assorted prices ranging from f4.00 to
titan
you think how liable you are not to
Miss Jeannette Walton
many miles wide.
f30.00. Don't fail to see them before
purchase the only remedy universally Sarah Ann, a pretty girl
buying. W. V. Futrelle Furniture Co,
known and a remedy that has had the
It
of
Picture
Mrs. E. L. Medler
largest sale of any medicine In the Sophonisba Splvens, a romantic girl
For 25 cents will send the corner Second and Coal.
world since 1868 for the cure and
s novelty a Grand Can-- i
season
Miss Estella Lewlnson
treatment of consumption and throat
yon Photochrome
view, uni- One Itf
Higgins
Jackson
Clara
and
Martha
and lung troubles without losing Its
For Coughs, Colds and Croup.
quely mounted to reproduce
spiteful sisters
great popularity all these years, you
the Canyon tints. Or, for the
Miss Fitchand Miss Clara Gherlng
will be thankful we called your attene
same price, a set of four
tion to Boschee's German Syrup. There Mrs. Jarvey, teacher of elocution..
prints, ready for
are so many ordinary cough remedies
Miss Lebo
framing.
made by druggists and others that are Miss Prudence Pinchbeck, a visitor.
CONTRACTOR
AND BUILDER
Book
About It
cheap and good for light colds perhaps,
Miss Wllley
but for severe cougus, bronchitis, croup
For 50 cents will send a
Jennings, fairy godmother....
Doors and Window Screens.
and especially for consumption, Rose
Canyon book, 128 pages,
Grand
Mrs. Ross Merrltt
where there is difficult expectoration
93 illustrations, cover in color,
All Kinds of Jobbing.
and coughing during the nlgtus and Dorothy Green, dumpy
contains articles by noted auMiss Loleta Hunlng
lornlngs, there Is nothing like German
thors, travelers and scientists.
Syrup. The
the alley of First National
alee has just been
Members of the chorus: Misses
Worthy a place in any library. SHOP-- ln
Introduced this year. Regular size, 75 Louise Harris, Mabel Fitch, Harriet
Or will mall free pamphlet, Bank Building.
cents. At all druggists. J. H. O Rlelly Kunz, Susie Dobson, Lillian Sptis,
"Titan of Chasms."
& Co.
Apply to any agent of the
Edith Walker, Louise Saint, Isabel
B. A. SLEYSTER,
Santa Fe system, or to
McClel- Mabel
Spencer,
Hunt,
Eunice
Sensible Advice From Alaska.
ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
Josephine
Renee Grunsfeld,
Patronize home Institutions.
This an,
J. BRYNE
FIRE INSURANCE.
Agt.
Campfleld,
CaliGen.
Gladys
Pass.
Catherine
Strlckler,
Southern
the secret of making a prosperous
REAL ESTATE,
fornia Ry. and A., T. & S. F.
community. If the consumer sends McLaughlin, Grace Borradaille, Margie
NOTARY PUBLIC.
CKoMWJCLL BLOCK.
Coast Lines, Los Angeles, ROOMS
outside for his groceries and supplies. Hunt, Hazel Gherlng, and Mesdames
Antomatle Telephone 174.
California.
what can the merchant do up here? William Springer, Harry Benjamin and
If the builder ships in his own lumber. Mabel Strong.
Annual meeting German Baptist
what is the use of lumber yards? If
Some charming solos will be sung by
W.
the public sends outside for fuel. Mrs. Ira B. Bennett, Mrs. Ross Mer-rit- Brethren, Bellefontaine, May 30 to
4, 1903
12; on sale
plus
One
fare
June
meats and clothing, the coal dealer,
Miss Ada Campfleld and Prof.
May 27, 28, 29, 30 and June 1; limit,
the butcher and the clothing merchant John Douglas Walker.
June 6. For further information call
would have to go out of business. It
Cerrlllos and Gallup Domestic Lumi
at the ticket office.
s obvious that the only way to create
A Lttle Early Riser.
Coal, f 5.00 per ton.
a prosperous community is by patron- - now and then, at bedtime, will cure
Anthracite Nut, $7.60 per ten.
See our new spring line of carpets
zing home industry. There is one In constipation, biliousness and liver
Anthracite, larger sites, 17.75 per
dustry that can get along without the trouble. DeV'itt's Little Early .users We can save you money. Albert Fa ti
ton.
encouragement of all the business In are famous little pills that cure by er, 305 West Railroad avenue.
Wood and Kindling, all sizes.
the community. Business men may arousing the secretions, moving the
Patronize home Industry get a suit
send outside for their printing with- bowels gently, yet effectually, and givproducts of the new
Yard and Office: 107 East Railroad
out Interfering with the growth and ing such tone and strength to the made from the
Woolens in the piece avenue; uptown office, Armljo bldg.
development of the town. This is due glands of the stomach and liver that woolen mills.
taken at Simon Stern's,
to the fact that printers frequently the cause of the trouble Is removed and measures avenue
Telephones:
clothier.
Railroad
Automatic, 416 and
the
hold their breath for two months, dur- entirely, and If their use Is
contlued
267; Bell, 45.
ing which they neither eat nor drink. for a few days, there will be no return
Our linen display la attractive; our
They keep warm by working, so there of the complaint. Sold by B. H. Brlggs prices
MIXED PAIN
none the less so. Albert Faber, DEVOE'S READY
The news- & Co., S.
is no necessity of fuel.
building.
& Hon.
Vann
Grant
papers are doing nothing but striving
One Gallon covers 300 8quar Fee
o
The waste ct tune Body.
to promote the Interests of the entire
OF LOCAL INTEREST.
Ties, Hosiery, Hats, Suits, all for
TWO COATS.
Every seven days the blood, muscles community the poor misguided per
Easter, 1903. Simon Stern, the Rail
and bones of a man of average size sons who patronize them as well as From the New Mexican.
f
JAi4Tf:R's
road Avenue Clothier.
loses two pounds of wornout tissue. those who do not. But even If you do
Hon. W. B. Chllders of Albuquerque,
This waste cannot be replenished and not patronize the home printer, patron- United States district attorney, was In
We are headquarters for lace cur
the health and strength kept up with ize the home merchant. This is the the city on I usiness today.
draperies and portieres. Albert
tains,
out perfect digestion. When the stom only way to make a town. Nome
W. H. Hahn has returned to Albu Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
ach and digestive organs fail to per News.
querque after a few days In this city
o
form their functions, the strength lets
Spring suits of superior quality and
on business. He is proprietor of t
way,
down, health gives
and disease
Cures When Doctors Fail.
coal yard In Albuquerque and contem superior workmanship. A picked show
set up, Kodol Dyspepsia Cure enables
Mrs. Frank Chiasson, Patterson, La., plates establishing a branch of his ing of the best products of the season.
the stomach and digestive organs to writes June 8th, 1901: "I had malaria business in this city.
The very latest novelties in the finest
digest and assimilate all of the whole fever in very bad form, was under
Major Harry R. Whiting of Albu grades of pure wool casslmeres and
some food that may be eaten Into the treatment by doctors, but as soon as I querque was in the city yesterday to pure worsted cheviots. The biggest
kind of blood that rebuilds the tissues stopped taking their medicine the be examined for Increase of pension stock of clothing ever brought to the
and protects the health and strength fever would return. I used a sample by the local board. He entered the territory. Call around and let us show
SIMON STERN.
of the mind and body. Kodol cures bottle of Herblne, found It helped me. service as second lieutenant In Com- you.
The Railroad Avenue Clothier,
indigestion, dyspepsia and all stmach Then bought two bottles, which com pany 4, Twenty-FourtMichigan Introubles. It ia an Ideal spring tonic pletely cured me. I feel grateful to you fantry, on July 13, 1862, and was disWe can supply your wants In oil
Sold by B. H. Brlggs & Co., S. Vann for furnishing such a splendid med- charged as captain and brevet major cloth, and linoleum. The largest stock
-per
& Son.
icine, and can honestly recommend June 30, 18t!5. He now draws f6
to select from at Albert Faber's 305
it to those suffering from malaria, as month.
Railroad avenue.
"
Biggest Dam in the World.
Herblne,
It will surely cure them
On
Farms.
Lve
Who
Those
Fcr
In a gorge cf rock a little more than ooc at J. H. O Rielly & Co.
"1
8EE THE PRICE8. 8EE THE GOODS
Dr. Bergln, Pana, III., writes:
200 feet wide, the government has de
Liniment;
Snow
Ballard's
used
have
over
For
ixty
fears.
cided to construct a dam of solid
u4 Only Ueaylae.
to M0.0U
Harness
I. I.H.II.. - liruMlrt
.....1-always recommend It to my friends, P"W..V HAt f..lrliMl
An old anj well tried remedy.
masonry at the Tonto basin site that
Farmer' Plow Harness, $70
Is
no
better
R,rtUI bole.
I
am
l..,ltl
confident
there
Etrll
Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup has as
will create In the valleys of the upper
95.25 to f 55.00
Saddles
Fait river and Tonto creek the largest been used for over sixty years by mil- made. It Is a dandy for burns." Those
Imh.,1.!. or n1 4. Ik
iw Koii.. l...
especially
- t. r I'urlli'Mlura.
are
liable
on
live
who
farms
W
.r.,.children
for
their
lions
of
mothers
TtllMlaU
Jt c:.4 "llvllt-- f.ir
artificial lake in the world.
p.
Utlf. by - Fine Cowboy Saddles, Leather, Dusli
Hm'.i,i.l.. tM bf
.
L' turn Mull. Hi IHill
From It the now arid plain will be while teething with perfect success. to many accidental cuts, burns and
.11
ters, Collars, Axle Oils, etc
i
hrnloal
lru..i..
Irrigated and an abundance of water It soothes the child, boftens the gums, bruises, which heal rapidly when Bal'II.., fi.
will be secured for every acre of lower allays all pain, cures wind colic, and lard's Snow Liniment is applied. It
15c to (1.50
Whips
is the best remedy for diarrhoea,
is should always be kept In the house
valleys tributary to theee streams.
This is the Information contained in pleasant to the taste. Sold by drug- for cases of emergency. 25c, 50c and
world, f 1.00 at J. H. O Rielly & Co.
f the
a dispatch from the secretary of the gists in every part
cents a bottle. Its value
Interior, which has just been made .wenty-fiv40u Railroad Avenue
Albuquerque
Don't make any engagements for
public by Charles D. Wolcott. director Is Incalculable. Be sure and ask for
of the t'nited States geological sur Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup, and May 22 except one: "Dress RehearW. L. TRIMBLE
CO.
vy, who arrived in St. Louis recently take no other kind.
sal."
Second street, between Kallrcad aaa
from Washington on his second trip
Boys' W. L. IXuiglas f2.50 shoeB
joppr -- venae
to this region.
"Grand Canyon Illuminated Mounts,"
In the world-m- ade
"Lesser Platinum Prints" on sale at
The secretary of the Interior stated strongest boys' Bhoe
of box calf or vicl kid, at f2.50. Santa Fe ticket office for 25 cents. Call
Horses and Males bought and eirhaae
in his communication, transmitted by
Simon Stern, Railroad Ave. Clothier.
Livery, Sale. Feed and
d
see samples. F. L. Myers, agent.
as
a
and
of
that,
Director Wolcott.
result
Diego
Bay
on
San
an
Is
Ideal
o
lTansfer Stablta
ten years of explorations, the depart
The Fourth of July season Is now
summer resort. The climate
ment was satisfied that the Tonto ba getting pretty close, and dealers and Excursion Rates to Coronado Beach,
Is perfect. Open June 1 to
BEIT TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
California,
sin dam site afforded one of the five those contemplating buying fireworks
September 30, under manageIncluding
en
route,
meals
Rates,
con
logical
most
points for reservoir
should lose no time In placing their
Address W. L. TRIMBLE at CO,
ment of Hotel del Coronado.
struction.
albaouoraue. N. M.
rder. The destruction of factories man- Grand Canyon side trip with hotel acFull Information regarding
The secertary approved the articles ufacturing specialties will leave many commodations, and two weeks board
excursion rates, charges at
FRENCH
TANSY WAFERS.
of Incorporation of the Water User's wholesalers entirely without the most and lodging at Coronado Beach, with
tent city, etc., from agent
depend upon securU
can
Ladles
10
if
a
week,
additional
four
at
weeks
f
association and indorsed their mode of salable lines. The Los Angeles Firepermanent
relief
from Irregular i
procedure.
works company has, however, secured desired.
painful periods by using these wafer
He assured the people that, if their a full line and can make an ImmediSingle parties with standard PullSafe and sure at all times.
interests could be unified, the govern ate shipment of every Item on the cat- man, $107; two parties with standard
Avoid worthless substitutes by pur
ment would proceed, probably next alogue, which will be mailed on ap- Pullman, f97.50; single parties with
chasing only from our agent
fab, to actual construction. The peo plication. Both the company and their tourist sleeper, $97; two parties with
Pans Toilet Co., Lowell, Mass., Imple here declare that nothing will agents will adhere to the prices quot- tourist sleeper, $92.60.
porters.
stand In the way of the plans of the ed throughout the season. The quali1
31,
August
Dates of sale, June to
W T. Walton, prescription druggist,
government.
ty of their goods and methods of do- Inclusive; limit, two months from date
corner Railroad arena
and Third
The reservoir will impound storm ing business is too well known In this of sale. Tourist limit of ten days each
street, Albuquerque, N. U., sole agent
water In sufficient volume to reclaim section to need any comment.
way with stopovers.
for Bernalillo count- ps
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Pennyroyal pills

Wanted.
We would like to ask, through the
columns of your paper, if there Is any
person who has used Green's August
Flower for the cure of Indigestion,
dyspepsia, and liver troubles that has
1902.
we also mean
if
And
within ninety days from tba not been cured andas sour
results,
such
stomach,
their
serving of this notice, you fall or re
of food, habitual
fuse to contribute your proportion of formentationnervous
dyspepsia, bead-achesuch expenditure, together with the
sleeplessfeelings,
despondent
as
a
cost of this publication,
any
ness
trouble
connected
in
fact,
your Interest in the said claim will become the property of the subscriber un- with the stomach or liver? This medicine has been sold for many years In
der said section 2324.
all civilized countries, and we wish to
lyth,
1903.
Dated March
correspond with you and send you one
ALEX CONRAD,
of our books free of cost. If you never
Signature.
tried August Flower, try a
bottle first. We have never known of its
falling. If so, something more serious
Nothing has ever equalled it.
is the matter with you. The
it.
surpass
ever
Nothing can
size has just been Introduced this year.
Regular size, 75 cents. At all druggists.
0. G. Green, Woodbury, N. J. J. H.
ORielly & Co.

Dr. King's
New Discovery

Mr.

c

r,

Citizen "want aas" oring results.
-- oMrs. Baiuuuu, at ner parlors, No.
205 South First street, over the Hyde
Exploring Expltlon store, is prepared
tc give thorough scalp treatment, dr
hair dressllng, treat corns, bunlont
and ingrowing nails. She gives mas
sage treatment and manicuring. Mrs.
Bambini's own preparations of com
plexion cream builds up the skin and
Improves the complexion, and are
guaranteed not to be injurious. She
also prepares a hair tonic that cures
and prevents dandruff and hair falling
out; restores life to dead hair; removes moles, warts and superfluous
hair. Oive her a trial. She also has
wapv flnA tnnlh nnvdar wVilh ahc
m
guarantees to be free from all metallic
substances. It perfumes the breath,
imrucuB luo guuii auu wanes no i
clean and white. It is highly recom-mendeby all first class dentists. Al
so a face powder, a freckle cure, and
pimple cure, nd pile cure. All ol
these preparations are purely vegeta
ble compounds. Olve her a trial.
Automatic telephone 490.

ENGINES NO LONGER.

e

At Brooklyn
R II E
6 11
Brooklyn
0
3
Pittsburg
11 19
Batteries:
Schmidt and Ahearn;
A Farmer Straightened Out
Kennedy, PhlllppI and Phelps.
"A man living on a farm near here
came In a short time ago completely
At New York
R H E
doubled up with rheumatism. I handed Ct. Louis
4
9
4
Pain
him a bottle of Chamberlain's
1
9 13
New York
balm and told him to use It freely and
McFarland, Ryan and
Batteries:
If not satisfied after using it be need Weaver; Cronln, McGInnity and War
not pay a cent for It," says C. P. Ray-de- ner.
ot fattens Mills, N. Y. "A few
days later he walked Into the store as
American League.
straight as a string and handed me a
R H E
At Detroit
0
5 14
dollar saying, 'give me another bottle Detroit
0
3 11
of cuamberlaln's Pain Balm. I want it Philadelphia
in the house all the time for it cured
Batteries: Kltson and McGuire; Ben
me." For sale by all druggists.
der and Powers.
Coronado lent City, Coronado, Cal.
We will have on sale to Coronado
Beach, Cal., on every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday during May, June,
July, August and September, 1902;
round trip tickets at rate of $35, limited to November 30, 1903 ; stopovers in
either direction west of Barstow, CaL
For further information call on ticket
agent Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.
F.J. Myers, agent. ..

need

mag-nesla-

eral system and stimulate the sluggish circulation.
thus warding oft the diseases common to spring and
summer.
The 6kin, with good blood to nourish it.
remains smooth and soft and free of all disfiguring eruptions.
Send for our free book on diseases of the skin and write us if you desire
medical advice or any special information. This will cost you nothing.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
COMING EVENTS.

Been

--

vu

-

DEAD

Tent City, Coronado Beach, Callft rail.

Whose development is retarded
or who are growing too rapidly

Overcome by Skill of a Scientist.

ovar a roar, it waa not only
and faca for
annoying- - and painful but vary un.
I dtaliked to go out In tba
atrhtly,
and
the poisons that have
atreata.
I tried at laaat a dosan aoapa and aalvae
accumulated during the
dlacouraa-eand became very much
winter. Then boils and
In the paper of the curea
until I readthroua-uae
of 8. 8 8. I
the
performed
pimples, rashes and
dad little faith at first but determined
eruptions of every conto irive It a month fair trial at laaat. I
am pleaaed toatate that I aoon noticed a
ceivable kind make
improvement, eufflcient to deoide
he litAfter
their appearance, and mm in ken it hd.
the uae of eix bottlea m v akin
aa a baby 'a. Thla waa a year
aa
aoft
and
amooth
the
KcKema andTettcr
aa-1 nave never naa any irouoia aince.
ana
twin terrors of skin
MJ88 OBNI!VA BR1008.
diseases Nettle-rash- ,
Mlnneapolia, Minn
Poison Oak and Ivy,
and such other skin troubles as usually remain quiet during cold weather,
break out afresh to torment and distract by their fearful burning, itching
and stinging. A course ol b i. b. now will purify
and enrich the blood, reinforce and tone up the gen-

11)03

Delicate Children

SCHEME.

SKEATS' PURIFYING
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Citizen "want ads" bring results.
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Local Happenings j

Alvarado Trio.
The Alvarado Trio will render the
following Interesting program this evening, between 6 and 8 o'clock:
Overture, Aria Stabat Mater. Rossini
Waltz Forget
Chattaway
Cairo Intermezzo
Van Baar
Story of the Flowers
Ostmann
Polka Lafayette
Stobbe
Popular Airs
Beyer
Medley
Cake Walk Alligator Bait. ... Farrand
Brahms
Lungartan Dance
Grimm
Waltz Prayer and Passion
Two Step Koonvllle Koonlets..Weldt

A few days ago The Citizen menRead The Citizen
tioned that R. A. Kullinwider of Raton
Dig for the Duke city.
would soon open
a bowling alley
Albuquerque is booming.
for ladles and gentlemen. In a letter
No police court this morning.
in TKo rlH,nn u '
anvil
M. C. Rice is here from Roswell.
'
J. H. Hobba of Roswell is In the city. that he has been delayed In
Mrs. J. W. Hilton, of Magdelena. is this city, on account of certain goods
1
not having arrived from Chicago, and
In the metropolis today.
SATURDAY SPECIAL SALE.
Albuquerque is sure to be a second will not be ready for business here
3
50c
doz
fresh Kansas eggs
until alKHit June 11.
Kansas City In the future.
25
Henry Hall, a promising young news- Newton creamery butter
Do not fall to see "The Dress Re25c
paper man, who has been traveling 2 cnns California plums
nflN'T Put 0fr Buying That Pair of 2 hearsal" at Colombo hall tonight.
0 i
cans of hominy ... .25c
l!ilL!Low Shoe. No Time like the A J. P. Conklln, of Santa Fe, is on a over the southwest the past couple of 2 three-poun35o
V
months In the interest of the Pitts 2 bottles of jam
visit to the territorial metropolis.
Present to Get What Yo Want .... .
U
inC
In fho rlfv veaterdnv A barrel Of ginger snaps
A. L. Cornog and family will leave hurt Tlmp v
15c
on June 6 for the Sulphur hot springs. and last night
Mr Hall thinks Albu- - 2 Mc pkgs celluloid starch
Show
We
Latest
'
Styles
the
2
10c
recontractor,
12V4c grade of dried peaches
Strong,
W.
W.
the
very
a
and,
town
lively
taken
qi'erque
;
2 turned last night from a business trip as a whole, has more modern convenand Our Prices Are Right.
Our patent medicine list Is continually growing, and we can now
to Denver.
iences than a great many small cities
T. N. Plngray and wife and J. W. of the east. He left this morning for
supply you with nearly everything
'
0 Swltzer and wife, from Wlnslow, Ariz., the east.
you can call for In that line, our
IXWOLA OXFORDS
are here today.
regular every day prices remain'
Fred Fornoff. who has an immense
0
$1.25 to $1.75
9oc for $1 sizes, 45c for 50c sizes,
brick kiln on North Fourth street. Just
;
J
2 James Taliaferro, a is In
of
city
White
merchant
Oaks,
the
'
beyond
20c for 25c sizes. Why pay more?
city
limits,
the
has
orders
for
VICI KID OXFOUDS
$ today on business.
J
'
a million or more bricks. He believes 100 empty capsules
20c
'
$2.25
to $3.00
4 Miss Wllhelma Legler Is entertain- a big building boom will strike this Sweet spirits of nitre
6
8c
ing her father, John Legler of Luda, city the coming fall and winter, and Tincture of arnica
8c
I'ATKNT KID OXFORDS
0
Wis.
Is preparing to meet It. While he is
THE MAZE,
1
Seats are selling rapidly for "The making bricks. John Wllley, of Silver
$3.00 to $3.50
Y
WM. KIEKE, Proprietor.
Dress Rehearsal. Every one will be City, Is subbing for him as a deputy
Pure creamery butter, 25 cents per
there.
1
United States marshal.
KID SANDALS
pound. Blanchard Meat & Supply
George Arnot, manager for Gross.
building,
in
The
St.
rear,
Elmo
the
$1.25 to $2.50
A
Kelly & Co., was a passenger for He- is put Into good shape, so the bar can company.
o
len today.
removed to that section of the
Elks Racing Association meeting,
PAT' LEATHER SANDALS
0 The music made by the fresh young be
building, while the front Is undergo- Trinidad, Colo., June
1903. One
voices In the chorus of "'1 ne Dress Re- ing some needed improvements.
2
In fare for
trip, date of sale, June
hearsal" tonight is sweet beyond de- fact, the owner, Joe Barnett, intends 1 and 2, round
good to return June 7th. F.
scription.
to have an almost new building In a L. Myers, Agent.
Harry Gleajon, deputy collector and very short time out of the St. Elmo,
A FULL STOCK AND
Dancing at Colombo hall June 2.
treasurer of Valencia county. Is here and he will go east and purchase handPOLITE ATTENTION today on business.
music by full orchestra. Go and have
some bar fixtures.
Don't lie the only one to stay at
A bran new red wagon, right out of a good time with the Retail Clerks.
o
are watchwords with us In grocery home this evening. Go with the rest the factory, labeled Imperial laundry,
A rousing house is assured at Colmerchandislnz methods. We are not and thoroughly enjoy yourself at "The was received this morning. It is the
ombo hall tonight. Full chorus, pretty
constantly "out of" this, that or the Dress Rehearsal."
second of the kind purchaser! this year
other; while serving customers. We
Felix Lester will be Uncle Sam In by the Imperial people. It has plate girls and society lielles will help you
strive to have In stock everything you the statehood tableau at the Dress Re- glass windows and is finished elabor- pass a pleasant evening.
can reasonably expect, and to supply hearsal at Colombo hall tonight. His ately. Its color is intensely red and
Those mantel clocks at Maynard's
It promptly, courteously and well.
costume Is perfect.
there Is likely to be a sensation when are bargains if there ever was a barJ. J. Woods, traveling salesman for It appears on the street.
gain.
Fergusson & McKlnney of St. Louis,
The lecture by Rev. Herman Powell
Screen work done by the Phoenix
went to Bernalillo. He expects to re on Jamaica, which was to have been
turn here this evening.
delivered this evening in the Baptist planing mill. Gold o avenue.
Successor to J. L, Bell & Co.
PrHsldent Tight, of the University church, has been postponed until
D. WEILLER & CO.,
of New Mexico, will talk to the High Tuesday evening. The musical proAgents for the finest brands of all
.Nos. 118 and 120 South Second St.
school boys and girls at Gallup on gram will consist of vocal solos by kinds of groceries In the territory. The
itiesilay evening, May 2G.
Miss Hattle Theo. Johnson and Mr. A. Gold avenue grocers.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Shoup went to Las L. Newton, and a violin solo by Prof.
WOMAN'S EXCHANGE
o
Has moved to the corner of Fourth and Vegas this morning to attend the fu- Robert T. Blair.
Wood turning at the Phoenix Plan-it:,- ;
Railroad avenue, where we are now neral of Mrs. John Holmes, whose
u. n, oinuno
ouno,
J. T. Fogarty, well known over the
mill.
prepared to furnish home-madbread, death occurred there last night.
o
southwest as .claim adjusting agent
cakes, pies, etc., of the best quality at
physiDr. J. A. Massle, a
For piano bargains call at Hall &
for the Royal Fire Insurance company,
reasonable prices. Give us a trial and cian of Santa Fe has gone to Toron- has been promoted to assistant man- Learnard's.
License (8, Colorado State Hoard
satisfy yourselves.
to, Ont., where he will attend the wed- ager of the company under R. V. Watt
r
of Health,
WOMAN'S EXCHANGE,
ding of his brother sometime in June.
Screenwork; done by the Phoenix
of San Francisco. Mr. Fogarty has
Corner of Fourth street and Railroad
W. G. Barnell, assistant general made many visits to Albuquerque and planing mill. Gold avenue.
Prompt and Careful Servioe
o
. avenue.
Phone A 15.
freight agent for the Santa Fe coast a large number, of friends here wish
o
Fresh Cut Flowers,
lines, with headquarters at Los An- him well.
OFFICE,. CHAPEL AMD
PARLORS
First Street Natatorlum.
IVES, THE FLORIST
geles, Is a visitor at the local station.
Mrs. Etta B. Allison, who was at Las
The First street natatorlum
la
North Second St
J. J. and W. J. Schlosser, promi- Vegas on a visit to Mrs. V. H. Jameopen every day from 10 a. m. to 10 nent people of Louisville, Ky., spent son, has returned to the city. Mrs.
Teas! Teas II
BOTH PHONES.
p. m.
Coffees! Coffees!!
and gentlemen will find yesterday in the city, the guests of Dr. Allison attended the meeting of the
Always fresh at D. Weller & Co.
this resort first class In all its appoint- Wallace Wolvin. They left last night grand lodge Degree of Honor, at ColoGold avenue grocers.
the
ments. Tuesday nights will be reserved for the coast.
way
rado Springs. Colo., and on her
MONEY TO LOAN
for private parties If engaged on or beJudge A. J. Abbott, who Is watching homeward stopped off at the Meadow
The dainty crystal slipper used on
On diamonds, watches, etc., or any fore the previous Saturday. For terms out for the interests of the Pueblo In- city to see Mrs. Jameson.
,
occasion of "The Dress Rehearsal"
good security; also household goods apply at the office.
dians in this territory, is now on a
Yesterday afternoon the Aged La- the
is unique and a rare curio. It has
o
me;stored with
strictly confidential.
visit to the San Juan Pueblo. He is dies' Social club were entertained at
been asked for by several of the largDancing will be the feature of pleas- their attorney.
Highest cash price paid for household
the residence of Mr. McSpadden by est museums in New Mexico.
funcure
at
the Retail Clerks' social
goods. Automatic 'phone 120.
A tea Is being given this afternoon Mrs. Brown, Mrs. McSpadden's mother.
T. A. WHITTEN. 114 Gold avenue. tion Tuesday evening, June 2.
by Mrs. Robinson and Mrs. J. H. Mat-so- Those present were Mrs. A. T, RobinHear the songs in the bright oper-ettat 824 South Arno street. This is son, Mrs. E. J. Wilson, Mrs. M. A.
"The Dress Rehearsal." Go and
LEMP'S
STANDARD
BREAD, CAKES, PIES.
the first social for the benefit of the Bliss, Mrs. It ill. Mrs. Blatchward, Mrs.
At the North Pole Saloon only. Second new
church of the Iead Avenue Metho- Baird, Mrs. S. O. Long. Mrs. J. S. Sum-mer- see how a crowd of Jolly school girls
Horn maae bread, canes and pies,
street, near postoffice.
outwit their stern preceptress.
dist Boclety.
fresh from the oven every day. Brown
o
teleChicago
a
memorial
special
George
E.
Kimball,
Temple
bread ar.d baked beans, Yankee stylo,
Albert
At
If you need screenwork have It done
phone expert, who has ben in the city services will be held Friday evening
on Saturdays. Wagon will call in any by
MONEYIOLOAN
avepart of the city. Mrs. Akers, 1516 nue.the Phoenix olanlng mill. Gold
some time looking after matters for at 7 o'clock, in honor of the late Mrs.
On diamonds, watches or any good
A few
South Second street. Bell 'Phone 113.
the Automatic Telephone company, Corinna Florence Israel.
Pure creamery butter, 25 cents per left last night on his return to the thoughts on the character of the de security. Great bargains In watches
A Square Piano.
pound.
ceased will be presented by Rabbi Ja of every description.
Blanchard Meat & Supply Windy city.
If you do not feel able to purchase a company.
A. H. YANOW
The Alvarado trio will furnish the cob H. Kaplan. Every body is welnew upright piano tor your children to
209 South Second street, a tew doors
music tonight at "The Dress Rehear- come.
If you need screenwork have It done sal" and Prof. John Douglas Walker
learn on, why not purchase a good
north of postoffice.
Chas. Chadwlck, the sheep commis
square piano from Hall & Learnard. by the Phoenix planing mill, Gold ave- has kindly consented to sing "The sion broker, returned this morning
We will take It back In exchange for nue.
Holy City" this surely is an enter- from Magdalena, where he has been
o
o
o
a new upright any time within one
looking after matters of business.
& Leanard keep all the!, pianos tainment in Itself.
YOUR SPRING SHIRT
Hall
year. See us about it.
John B. Harper of Durango, Colo.,
in tune free for one year and will make
MATINEE.
superintendent of irrigation for the
OOUOOOOOODOOaDQOOO
Do yeu want a piano? If so call at every promise and guarantee good.
Pueblo Indians, who has been spendThere wiii be a matinee Saturday
Hall & Learnard 's, that Is about all
Hall & Learnard have no dissatisfied ing several days In the city on mat- afternoon of the Dress Rehearsal, by
that is necessary.
customers, which Is worth considering ters of official business, left for his special request. No reserved seats and
Have you seen our swell line of Ox- when about ti place your order for a Colorado home last night.
no tickets will be sold in advance.
Capt. W. C .Reld of Roswell was In
fords and Slippers? We show them in piano.
rices 25 cents and 35 cents. Admis
the metropolis last evening. He has sion to be paid at the door.
vici kid, patent kid and patent leather,
been down to Socorro county and was
with low, medium or high heels, McFor Sale.
o
Kay sewed, hand turned or extention
MILLINERY.
We now have a number of square en route to Santa Fe. It is among the
On Saturday, Mrs. D D. Coverdale,
Soles. Prices run from $1.50 to $3.60. pianos on hand all of which must be possibilities that the captain will sucDo not fail to Inspect them at C. sold to make room for new stock. If ceed Judge McMillan on the bench.
at the No Name store, will sell all
May's Popular Priced Shoe Store, 208 you want a bargain see Hall & LearnA. C. Aneytia, a prominent citizen misses' and children's trimmed hats at
i est Railroad avenue.
ard about It.
of Socorro, passed through the city 15 per cent off. Mrs. Coverdale car
this morning en route to Santa Fe, ries the best line of children's hats in
'
where tomorrow morning he will at town and has many styles to select
j( vnu
to know what stylish men will wear this Ses'"-t- ask
tend the marriage of his sister. Miss from. She also offers an exceptional
see Stein Block nobby cloths."
Jaunita Abeytia. to Amilio Sanches of bargain in ladies' plain while sailors,
Las Vegas.
which will go at 25 cents apiece while
;
...
should look Just a bit prettier than
A bouncing baby boy was born early they last.
any other shirt you wear during the
o
this morning to William Dunbar and
HIGHLAND NATATORIUM.
whole twelvemonth will If we have
wife. Mr. Dunbar Is at his ranch durThe weather Is warming up and the the pleasure of laundering it. Not
ing the lambing season, and a message
has been sent Informing him of the season when natatoriums and plunges much sentiment about our laundry
We have just received
happy event. Both mother and child are popular is at hand. The Highland work lots of practicality but we do
pool, conducted by Mrs. George W. take especial pains in Spring time.
are doing nicely.
a full line of oxfords for
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Holllster, whose Parks, will open up tomorrow for the
men and boys
marriage occurred here Wednesday, first time this spring. Some Improveleft last night for Denver, Colo. After ments have been made on the pool
Walkover Vici Oxfords 93. SO
a short honeymoon spent at the Colo since It closed last fall and it is now
Walkover F.narueled Oxfords....
Special pool for
rado metroplls, they will go to Iad' quite convenient.
.. . 94.00
Bark of Postoffice.
vllle, where Mr. HolliBter is agent for children.
Walkover Calf
$3.00
the Continental OH company.
Plnree Patent Vici Oxfords
Hon. M. 8. Otero returned yesterday
9S.OO
from the Jemez mountains, where he
OSTEORATHY NEVER POISON9
Floitiheim I'atcnt Colt Oxfords
has )een overseeing the advancement
I Better Without Drug.
Body
The
9S.OO
of work developing some vast sal
Oxfords, Very Swell, Sizes
Can You Give a Rational Definition of Osteopathy ?
phur producing properties. He says
1 to 5
Vv.
that the work Is going along nicely
92. SO
Osteopathy Is a system of theraputics, based upon a thorough knowland that things will soon be In tip
edge of anatomy and physiology, enabling the practitioner to look
top running order. An engine boiler
and Men'a
exploded at the plant the other day
upon the body aa a perfect living, automatic machine.. There are more
but fortunately none of the workmen
defective spines on earth than paupers. Get your spines In good shape
were near at the time and the explos
and your chances for health will be good.
Ion did little damage excepting its
own destruction.
Quite a large force
C. H. CONNER, M. D. D. O.
of men are now employed at the sul
ihur plant.
hi-r-
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Bodily Comfort

Should Be Supreme
WHY NOT COME DOWN AND SEE THE MANY THINGS
WHICH HELP TO MAKE A MAN COMFORTABLE DURING
THE 8UMMER MONTHS.
THE STORE IS FULL OF THEM, BIGGER AND MORE
COMPLETE STOCKS OF SUMMER TOGS THAN WE HAVE
EVER HAD BEFORE.
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well-know-

Our Two Piece

OUTING SUITS

are shape retaining, very stylish and Inexpensive, we have
them In all patterns, In flannels, crashes, homespuns and serges,

Q6.5Q to QIO.OO

.

S.

L'k.'f

mil the new pretty effect
91. OO to 92. BO
Straw Hat, Craehe and Panama
SOc and up to 91S.OO

Negligee Shirt,

i

y'S
jsC

Ql

BELTS

OXFORDS

HOSIERY

J

F. F. TB OTTER

a

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

E I. POST

& CO.

--

HARDWARE

e

'undertakers

well-know-

201-21-

Best Grades..
Cotton add Rubber
Carden Hote

,

Hose Nozzles

Lawn flowers
Lawn Rakes

-

A COriPLETE

LINE OF

GARDEN TOOLS.

Just Received a New Lot of 8 Day
Striking Clocks of Gilbert Make.

oooooooooooooooooo

o

ONLY

ONLY

p2. SO

02. SO

WE 9ELL MORE CLOCKS THAN ALL OTHER HOUSES
BECAUSE OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT.

S. VAMM

Have You Seen That Case of

Fine Mechanical Tools

Imperial Laundry

Boy'

TENNIS SHOES

E. L. WASHBURN

eeseae)eaa499ctK4raa

SON,

JEWELERS

j j j

Ily'

&

in Our Window

We Also Carry a Lartf Stock of

and

Builders' Hardware

Albuquerque Hardware Company
120

'

),N Carpenters' Tools

Map
I

r; STAKRETTk,-- )

WEST QOLD AVENUE

